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Our mission is to strive to restore and improve urban infrastructure as it relates to the 
facilities and services necessary for aeronautical operations. We seek to be ambassadors 
of The University of Tennessee and our community by upholding the values of integrity, 
discipline, and ingenuity in our design. As students, we are continuously searching for 
new knowledge to ensure our work stays at the forefront of the industry. Therefore, the 
designs produced utilize the most up-to-date industry-standard technology and 
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The contents of the following report were assembled by engineering students without 
constant oversight or approval from a licensed engineer. The report and respective 
designs were completed for academic purposes only and therefore should not be 
implemented prior to extensive review of the documentation by a licensed engineer. 
Neither ACEC, LLC (our student design team) nor the mentors assume any liability for 
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ACEC, LLC was contacted by the Metropolitan Knoxville Airport Authority (MKAA) 
through the University of Tennessee, Knoxville Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Department’s senior design program to develop a new private terminal with airplane 
storage. MKAA requested the team develop a new site for general aviation practices with 
amenities for a fixed base of operations in addition to facilities for airplane storage and 
parking space for employees and the general population. 
 
The purpose of this project is to perform engineering services to allow for an increase in 
general aviation traffic at McGhee Tyson Airport by making use of current airport 
property. To achieve this, a current drainage basin will be modified into a site capable of 
supporting a new airport facility for general aviation activities. A small terminal is needed 
to support airplane owners and pilots as well as approximately three employees. Parking 
is requested to accommodate 100 cars for both short term and long-term vehicle storage. 
Hangar space is needed for 50 Class I aircraft for permanent and temporary storage, and 
connections to existing infrastructure are needed to smoothly integrate the new project 
into existing airfield operations.  
2.0 EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS 
The site for the general aviation expansion, shown in Figure 1, chosen by the airport 
authority is a small plot of land that is on current airport property. The project site 
currently serves as a drainage basin to remove runoff from the southwest region of 
McGhee Tyson’s Air Operations Area (AOA). The site currently exists outside of the AOA 
and is bordered on two sides by a fence line marking that boundary. North and East of 
the AOA Fence is existing airport infrastructure including a taxiway and a ramp. On the 
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Figure 1: Site Location 
At the far east side of the project site are four pipe outlets that carry stormwater from the 
southwest portion of the airfield and a section of Alcoa Highway to the drainage basin. 
Two nine-foot diameter pipes are conjoined in a double barrel formation with a headwall 
at the outfall. Both 9-foot pipes have heavy-gauge rebar screens to prevent unwanted 
persons from entering the pipe. The pipes discharge into a concrete slope, through two 
rows of energy dissipators, and into a grass and riprap open channel.  Another pipe outlet 
consists of a seven-foot diameter pipe with a similar industrial-grade screen preventing 
entry, also with a series of energy dissipators at the end of its concrete gradient. A third 
pipe outlet consists of a five-foot diameter pipe with the same features as the seven-foot 
pipe. These pipes have concrete open channel flow gradients that conjoin and travel along 
the concrete pad. The runoff is then discharged to the same open channel as the double 
barrel configuration so the runoff can flow off site.  
 
The project site extent boundaries currently consist of a diverse set of neighboring 
conditions. The site is bordered on two sides by a secure AOA fence line. The existing AOA 
fence, as shown in Figure 2, acts as a secure perimeter separating the controlled area of 
the airport with direct access to aircraft from the surrounding property. This secure 
perimeter must be maintained at all times. The southeast side of the site is bordered by 
private land divided into neighborhood lots. There is a small berm with trees that 
separates this land from the project area. The fourth side of the project site continues onto 
adjacent airport property that is not part of the AOA.  
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Figure 2: Existing Site Infrastructure 
 
The primary existing airport infrastructure near the site includes Taxiway A and Ramp C. 
Taxiway A, directly adjacent to the northwest side of the development site, is the closest 
primary connector to the existing airport infrastructure. In its current state, Taxiway A is 
about 68 feet above the grade of the lowest point of the development site. Taxiway A is 
currently used as the primary access route to runway 5R. Ramp C is directly adjacent to 
the northeast side of the project site. Ramp C is currently used for temporary aircraft 
storage and pre-takeoff runups.  
 
Vehicle access to the project site is available by two different routes. Primary public 
vehicle access to the development site is currently provided by Ambrose Street, a two-lane 
public road to the south of the development site. Ambrose Street currently passes through 
the neighborhood to the south of the development site before passing through an airport-
controlled gate and terminating at the edge of the development site. There is a secondary 
access route provided by Flagship Knoxville Drive, which connects the project site to the 
commercial terminal section of the airport property. This route is currently primarily used 
by airport personnel. 
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3.0 TEAM AND PROJECT CONTACTS 
ACEC, LLC is a group of civil and environmental engineering students (Figure 3) from the 
Tickle College of Engineering at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The team is 
composed of students focused in four different concentrations within civil engineering 
including construction, environmental, water resources, and structural engineering. 
Roles for the project have been assigned based on the contributor’s specific 
concentrations and interests in civil engineering as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. Each 
member will coordinate with others outside of their assigned role to create a 
comprehensive product for the client. The client for this project is the engineering team 
at McGhee Tyson Airport (see Table 2). Engineering work for this project is being done 
under the guidance of mentors (Table 2) with professional experience in civil engineering.  
Figure 3: ACEC, LLC Design Team (shown from left to right: Luke Edwards, Tyler Bomar, Sam Enders, 
Matthew Dearborn, Scott Cole) 
 
 
Figure 4: Organizational Chart 
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Table 1: ACEC, LLC Team Roles and Contacts 
NAME ROLE PHONE NUMBER EMAIL 
Luke Edwards Manager/Structural Design (423) 612-4193 ledwar35@vols.utk.edu 
Tyler Bomar Structural Lead (618) 977-6973 tbomar2@vols.utk.edu 
Samuel Enders Construction Lead (919) 441-3686 senders@vols.utk.edu 
Matthew Dearborn Site Development Lead (615) 339-7275 mdearbor@vols.utk.edu 
Scott Cole  Waters Lead (615) 974-9747 scole31@vols.utk.edu 
 
Table 2: Client and Mentor Affiliations and Contacts 
Name  Organization  Email 
Bryan White McGhee Tyson bryan.white@tys.org 
Eric Williamson McGhee Tyson eric.williamson@tys.org 
Taylor Kidwell CSA tkidwell@csastructures.com 
William Scott CSA cscott@csastructures.com 
Steve Drummer LDA sdrummer@ldaengineering.com 
Stefanie Farrell LDA sfarrell@ldaengineering.com 
Jenny Retherford University of Tennessee jretherf@utk.edu 
Matt Cate University of Tennessee mcate@utk.edu 
Dave Clarke University of Tennessee dclarke@utk.edu 
 
4.0 TECHNICAL SCOPE OF WORK 
A plot of land at McGhee Tyson Airport was selected to allow for the future expansion of 
private air-travel operation facilities to include a new parking lot, new terminal and office 
area, and new hangars and taxilanes for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
designated Group I jets. Engineering services for this project include site development, 
stormwater management design, structural design, and construction engineering. Civil 
site work was completed to design connection to existing infrastructure and develop an 
efficient layout for the movement of vehicles, pedestrians, and supplies. Stormwater 
management services are completed to provide adequate drainage accommodating the 
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existing and new site infrastructure. Structural design was completed applying necessary 
gravity and lateral loading cases and analyzing these cases for proper member and 
connection design. Foundation design was performed to adequately transfer loads from 
structural members to the subsurface. Construction engineering services were provided 
to develop a construction schedule, determine materials quantities, and create an 
estimate of probable cost. 
5.0 CIVIL SITE WORK 
Civil site work services included development of a layout for a new parking lot, private 
terminal, and hangars within the project site. The Federal Aviation Administration’s 
Advisory Circular (FAAAC) was referenced to identify an initial hangar pad layout based 
on the design aircraft. The dimensions of the parking areas were designed based on Alcoa 
parking standards and client feedback. The terminal layout was designed for full 
functionality while occupying minimal space using Autodesk Revit, and changes were 
made through client feedback. An initial site plan was developed and iterations were 
performed to maximize the distance of the new development from existing community 
neighbors. Once the layout was finalized, a roadway extension was designed to provide 
access to the new facilities and future expansions. Blast shields were specified at specific 
locations around the hangar pad to protect the hangars from activities performed on 
Ramp C and Taxiway A.  
 
The guidelines set by the Advisory Circular (FAAAC) were used in the design for hangar 
pad spacing. Dimensions of the cirrus jet allowed the aircraft to be placed in an airplane 
design group to determine taxiway and taxilane separation criteria as shown in Table 3. 
The taxiway centerline to a parallel taxiway centerline criterion was met by aligning the 
designed hangar pad with the adjacent Ramp C. The minimum distance requirement from 
a taxilane centerline to a fixed or movable object was met by increasing the distance 
between the rows of hangars. Upon determining these values, a hangar pad layout with 
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Table 3: Taxiway/Taxilane Separation Criteria 
Parameter Name Requirements Final Values 
Tail Height <20 ft 10.9 ft 
Wingspan <49 ft 38.7 ft 
Category Group # Group 1 
Taxiway Centerline to 
Parallel Taxiway Centerline 
 70 ft 150 ft 
Taxilane Centerline to 
Fixed or Movable Object 
39.5 ft 40 ft 
Taxilane Width 79 ft 80 ft 
 
 
The dimensions of the parking lot were set based on requests from the client and parking 
lot standards set by the city of Alcoa. The parking layout was determined based on design 
vehicle dimensions and offering maximum secured and unsecured parking spaces. The 
evaluation was an iterative process and multiple configurations were considered (see 
Appendix A) before the final design was determined. The design was finalized with 45-
degree parking spaces, allowing easier access to the spaces for the larger vehicles. Due to 
the change to a 45-degree angle design, it was determined that a standard two-way lane 
used in standard parking lot layout was not required for the development’s parking lot. 
All of the dimensions for the parking area were determined based on standards set by the 
city of Alcoa, which are shown below in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Parking Lot Design Parameters 
Parameter Name Parameter Value 
Aisle Width 12 ft 
Stall Length 18 ft 
Stall Width 9 ft 
Parking Area Width 50 ft 
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The terminal layout was designed considering the volume of people likely to be at the 
terminal at any given time. The total size of the terminal was designed to be approximately 
1600 square feet with the main entrance leading to the front desk and lobby. Initial layout 
of the building included a storage closet, a unisex bathroom, a secure door to the AOA, 
and a door to the air planning office all accessible from the airport lobby. The office has a 
cubical space for six employees, a private office, and space for a conference table. After 
consultation with the client, it was determined that another bathroom was required to 
fulfill the goals of the terminal’s design, so the original size of the bathroom was reduced 
to make room for a second to be placed adjacent to the other. The components discussed 
above were used solely to estimate the size required for the terminal to meet the project 
needs and are shown in the construction drawings but require the design and approval of 
an architect for the finalized interior layout.  
 
Site work performed for this project included the design of the new development at the 
maximum possible distance from the nearest property boundaries to minimize negative 
community impact. The site was originally laid out with two rows of 25 hangars each and 
was roughly 1500 feet long. The private terminal was designed to be minimalistic to 
accommodate for the intended volume of the space. To further reduce project space, the 
100-space parking lot was designed to surround the terminal with spots on either side 
and in the front, creating a larger buffer between the surrounding residents. This site 
design extended closer to the neighborhood than desired, requiring an alteration of the 
hangar pad length. The developed alternative was the design of three rows with 16 hangers 
each while still meeting taxiway and taxilane requirements. This iteration left available 
space for the original terminal and parking lot design while reducing the negative impact 
on the surrounding areas. Changes to the site plan also required an iteration of the AOA 
fence line relocation. The new AOA fence will run along the north edge of the developed 
terminal to ensure visitors must pass through a security checkpoint to enter FAA 
regulated space. The remainder of the fence will run along the outer edge of the developed 
hangar space and tie into the existing fence near Taxiway A. 
 
Development of the site requires a roadway connection to existing infrastructure on 
adjacent airport property. The parking area will be accessed directly via an updated 
connection through a newly developed roadway. Due to the development being further 
south than Ramp C, existing roadways are intruding on the development design. Ambrose 
Street needs to be shortened by approximately 200 ft, and the existing connection to 
Flagship Knoxville Drive shall be removed. A new street connecting the two roads 
perpendicularly will continue to the parking lot entrance. Changes in the roadway design 
require the addition of stop signs at the end of Ambrose Street and at the southbound 
intersection of Flagship Knoxville Drive. The estimated volume of 50 veh/day does not 
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meet the MUTCD warrant criteria of 80 veh/hr, but signage is included in the design to 
prepare for higher traffic volumes in the future. The dimensions of a low-volume local 
road must meet minimum requirements for the safety of drivers. The AASHTO 
Greenbook was used to determine the roadway dimensions and other design 
requirements for low-volume local roads which are displayed in Table 5. The lane width 
and shoulder width were selected based on Greenbook roadway design standards. The 
speed limit and stopping sight distance for signage were selected based on the estimation 
of daily traffic. The proposed sign dimensions were selected based on the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) design criteria.  
 
Table 5: Roadway Parameters 
Parameter Name Parameter Value 
Lane Width 11 ft 
Shoulder Width 2 ft 
Traffic Volume 50 veh/day 
Speed Limit 25 mph 
Stopping Sight Distance 200 ft 
Sign Dimensions 30” x 30” 
Calculated Horizontal Curve Radius 62 ft 
Design Horizontal Curve Radius 90 ft 
Total Volume of Asphalt 3,777 cubic ft 
 
 
The addition of blast shields around the hangar pad is highly recommended due to Ramp 
C being within 100 feet of the development. Many types of planes perform activities on 
Ramp C that create jet blast in the direction of the hangars. For this reason, six blast 
shields were included on the northeastern side of the pad to reduce incoming jet blast and 
their effect on other aircraft in the vicinity. The G14M-3 model blast deflector from Blast 
Deflectors Inc. was selected for the development. This model is a curved deflector that 
protects all aircraft from jet blast with a height of 14 feet and a base depth of 9 feet. The 
height of the shield was selected to be the approximate height of the hangar to help also 
help mitigate the effect of jet blast on the hangars. Blast shields were placed along the 
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entire 700-foot length of the pad adjacent to Ramp C to ensure maximum coverage and 
protection from jet blast as shown in the construction documents. 
 
6.0 STORM WATER CONSIDERATIONS 
Stormwater services provided for the site include the evaluation of the preexisting 
infrastructure and geographic features, determining the existing hydrological 
parameters, determining the design parameters, and performing an iterative design 
process to create a new stormwater management system. An inventory of the site’s 
existing features was performed to determine the size, location, and the intended design 
function of the site’s infrastructure. The hydrological and rainfall parameters were 
identified for the existing site features, such as storm frequency, storm duration, storm 
intensity, runoff coefficient, and soil type. Initial design parameters such as peak flows, 
pipe sizes and lengths, invert elevations, velocities, and storage requirements were 
identified to create a concept system, and an iteration was performed to design a new 
stormwater management system.   
 
The preexisting features of the site were inventoried to determine the location, size, and 
type of infrastructure and geographic features. Four outfalls were identified that 
discharge into a drainage ditch through McGhee Tyson Airport provided contour data and 
existing stormwater plans. The drainage ditch is identified by the McGhee Tyson Airport 
Airfield Stormwater Management Manual as the south lateral ditch. Table 6 shows the 
sizing, length, and invert elevation of each pipe that discharges into the south lateral ditch. 
Through the airport's existing stormwater plans, it was found that a 60” RCP extends 
along the south side of Taxiway A. An 80” RCP extends Southwest of Ramp C and is 
conjoined by a manhole that connects it to two pipes. One of these pipes extends between 
Ramp C and Taxiway A, and the other extends towards the maintenance facility southwest 
of the manhole junction box. Two 108” RCPs extend between Ramp C and Taxiway A, and 
they are met with a drainage basin at the surface that is fed from another series of 108” 
RCPs that run the length of Taxiway A. The McGhee Tyson Airport Airfield Stormwater 
Management Manual indicates that the south lateral ditch provides an area of infiltration 
to prevent ponding near Taxiway A. The length of the south lateral ditch was found as well 
as the elevation difference and is shown in Table 7 by using the Airport’s topographic data. 
to be 2,344 feet long with a 60 feet elevation difference, by using the airport’s topographic 
file. During a site visit, energy dissipators were identified located on the 9-foot pipes’ 
outfall and throughout the south lateral ditch.  
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Table 6: Pipe Extension Sizes and Length 
Pipe Sizing (inch) Length (feet) Invert Elevation (feet) 
60 RCP 820 910 
80 RCP 455 905 
108 RCP North 877 885 
108 RCP South 877 885 
 
Table 7: South Lateral Ditch Data 




Hydrological and rainfall parameters were determined for the site, such as, storm 
duration, storm intensity, runoff coefficients, watershed areas, and soil type for the pre-
existing site’s infrastructure. The Knox County Tennessee Stormwater Management 
Manual was used to determine the design storm. Per mentor guidance and TDOT 
standard design criteria, the storm duration was selected for 0.33 hours. The McGhee 
Tyson Airport Airfield Management Masterplan (MTAASMM) was referenced for 
selecting the storm frequency. Based on the identified storm duration and frequency, the 
storm intensity was determined using the Knox County Tennessee Management Manual 
shown in Table 8 in Appendix B: Water Resources calculations. The Knox County 
Tennessee Stormwater Management Manual, Table 3-7 in Appendix B, was also 
referenced to determine the runoff coefficient along with the MTAASMM. The watershed 
areas were determined by using McGhee Tyson Airport’s water and utility drawings to 
determine the area that the existing pipes were collecting runoff from. Once the general 
vicinity of the watershed was identified, Google Earth was used to quantify the watershed 
area which can be seen in Table 9 along with the previously discussed parameters in this 
paragraph. The MTAASMM provided the soil conditions and type of soil found 
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Table 8: Existing Site Infrastructure Design Parameters 
Parameter Name Value 
Storm Frequency 10 year 
Storm Duration  0.33 hour 
Storm Intensity  4.1 in./hr 
Runoff Coefficient  0.86 
5 - Foot Pipe Watershed Area 10.42 acres  
7 - Foot Pipe Watershed Area 28.02 acres  
9 - Foot Pipe Watershed Area 67.25 acres 
Soil Type NRCS Group C 
 
Table 9: Watershed Areas 
Pipe Identification Watershed Area (ft2) 
60” RCP 10.42 
84” RCP 28.02 
108” RCP 67.25 
 
 
Initial design parameters, peak flow of proposed pipes, pipe sizes and lengths, invert 
elevations, velocities, and required storage volumes were determined as part of the 
iterative design process to create a new stormwater management system. Based on the 
rainfall data found, the peak flows for the existing pipes were found using the rational 
method, Equation 1-0, recommended by the Knox County Tennessee Stormwater 
Management Manual shown in Appendix B: Water Resources Calculations. The flows of 
the proposed extended pipes are shown in Table 10. The pad required a drainage system 
to prevent flooding in the hangars, so the pad was designed to have a separate series of 
pipes that tied into the proposed extended pipes. The peak flow of the pipes located on 
the pad were determined using the same data as the proposed extended pipes and are 
shown in Table 11. To conform with the existing infrastructure, the extended proposed 
pipes were sized to match the existing sizes. However, sizing calculations were performed 
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to ensure that the minimum size requirements were met. Equation 7-4 from the Knox 
County Tennessee Stormwater Management Manual, shown in Appendix B: Water 
Resources Calculations, was used to determine the minimum pipe size for each proposed 
pipe. Shown in Table 12 are the proposed extended minimum pipe sizes. The 84” RCP and 
the 60” RCP were designed to combine in a manhole and discharge into an 84” RCP. The 
108” RCP pipes were extended into two manholes to redirect the flow to the desired outfall 
location. The lengths of the extended pipes were designed in Civil 3D to discharge at the 
base of the required 6:1 slope and are shown in the pipe table on C-104. The proposed 
pipes on the pad were sized using the same data and method and are shown in Table 13. 
The pipes on the pad were designed to act as trench drains that start at the first hangar 
and run to the end of the last hangar of each row and flow bidirectionally to the center of 
the lane between the hangars. The lengths of the pipes on the pad were designed in Civil 
3D and are shown in the pipe table in drawing C-104. The Invert elevations for each pipe 
in the network were determined in Civil 3D to conform with the finished grade surface. 
The invert elevations for each pipe can be found in drawing C-104. Per the Knox County 
Tennessee Stormwater Management Manual, the minimum velocity for water flowing 
through pipes cannot be less than 2.5 feet per second. Using Equation 1-1 in Appendix B: 
Water Resources Calculations, the velocities for each pipe was calculated and are shown 
to conform with the requirement. Erosion control at the end of the headwall of the 
proposed network was addressed by putting several rows of energy dissipators at the base 
of the headwall structure. To prevent ponding along the south lateral ditch, storage berms 
were designed to be placed at the outfall of the proposed stormwater management system. 
Equation 2-2 shown in Appendix B: Water Resources Calculations was used to calculate 
the amount of required storage in feet-acre. The required storage capacity for each pipe 
is shown in Table 14.  
 
 
Table 10: Proposed Extended Pipe Peak Flow Data 
60” RCP 18.79 CFS 
84’ RCP  50.54 CFS 
Combined 84” RCP 69.32 CFS 
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Table 11: Pad Drainage Pipes Peak Flow Data 
Total Pad Flow 27.07 CFS 
Pad Drainage Pipe 1 6.76 CFS 
Pad Drainage Pipe 2 6.76 CFS 
Pad Drainage Pipe 3 6.76 CFS 
Pad Drainage Pipe 4 6.76 CFS 
Connection Pipe Between 1 and Manhole 6.76 CFS 
Connection Pipe Between 2 and Manhole 6.76 CFS 




Table 12: Proposed extended Pipe Data 
Pipe Identification  Minimum Size 
Requirement (feet) 
Design Size (Feet) Velocity 
(Feet/Second) 
Pipe 35 2.86 9 7.63 
Pipe 36 5.46 9 7.63 
Pipe 44 2.77 9 7.63 
Pipe 45 2.85 9 7.63 
Pipe 43 2.15 7 7.21 
Pipe 43(1) 1.73 7 7.21 
Pipe 42 1.94 7 5.26 
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Table 13: Minimum Pad Pipe Sizes and Design Sizes 
Pipe Identification  Minimum Size 
Requirement (ft) 
Design Size (ft) Velocity (ft/s) 
Pipe 35 1.06 2 4.31 
Pipe 48 1.08 2 4.31 
Pipe 48(1) 0.57 2 8.62 
Pipe 54 0.57 2 8.62 
Pipe 49 1.07 2 4.31 
Pipe 49(1) 1.07 2 4.31 
Pipe 53 1.09 2 17.24 
Pipe 50 1.05 2 4.31 
Pipe 50(1) 1.08 2 4.31 
Pipe 57 0.84 2 8.62 
Pipe 56 1.06 2 4.31 
Pipe 56(1) 1.08 2 4.31 
 
 
Table 14: Required Storage 
60” RCP 35 (Acre Feet) 
84” RCP 97 (Acre Feet) 
Double 108” RCP 232(Acre Feet)  
Pad Drainage 52 (Acre Feet) 
Total Storage  416 (Acre Feet)  
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7.0 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
Structural engineering services provided for the general aviation expansion at McGhee 
Tyson include the analysis and design of a new terminal, three rows of 16 T-shaped 
hangars, and two parking covers. The structural member layout was completed to ensure 
minimal impact in the occupiable and surrounding space to allow for variability of 
architectural design. The city of Alcoa currently adopts the International Building Code 
2018 (IBC 2018) which was referenced to identify gravity loads applied to each structure. 
Lateral loads considered in analysis and design included both seismic and wind load 
conditions calculated in accordance with ASCE 7-16. Structural analysis and design 
performed using RISA 3D, was completed to evaluate internal forces for all structural 
members and select appropriate member sizes based on LRFD limit state criteria, refined 
based on economy defined by member weight. Member to member connections were 
designed using RAM Connection and were in agreement with internal member forces 
obtained from the RISA 3D model.  
 
Structural member layout for the terminal, hangar, and parking cover was developed to 
minimize interference with the space contained by or surrounding each structure and to 
establish the framing plan for the structure. To maximize architectural flexibility for the 
interior of the terminal, structural framing was placed inside the exterior walls with the 
top of steel at an elevation of twelve feet to create an open space with no internal load 
bearing structures (as fully expressed in the accompanying engineering drawings). 
Columns are located at the end of each beam and placed in each of the four corners of the 
structure with two intermediate columns in the north and south exterior walls. Hangar 
structural framing layout was designed similarly to allow open space inside each unit and 
the installation of a 46-foot-wide hangar door. The bays between each door were 
identified as moment frames to resist lateral loads along the length of the hangar. To resist 
lateral loads along the width of the hangar, moment frames were developed by placing 
the columns along the interior unit walls to minimize interference with the open space. 
The parking cover was designed using a system of beams and cantilever girders. Load 
bearing beams frame into the end of each cantilever girder which transfers the load into 
the cantilever columns and into the subsurface. The cantilever columns were placed 
between parking spaces to minimize interference with the parked vehicles. Each structure 
utilizes prefabricated Vulcraft structural steel joists with Vulcraft steel decking to transfer 
the roof load into the framing of each structure. Spacing between joists were maximized 
based on the maximum clear span between supports for the steel decking to reduce the 
quantity of joists required per structure. The design of the three unique structures allows 
for variability in architectural design and minimizes interference with open spaces. 
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Gravity loads were determined and applied to each of the three unique structures to 
establish initial stable conditions and a preliminary design concept. The gravity loading 
cases found to be relevant to the design of all structural members were dead loads and 
roof live loads as shown in Table 15. With no architectural plans submitted, an all-
inclusive dead load was applied to each structure to account for the weight of MEP, 
finishing materials, and to allow for variations to be made to the structure that would not 
significantly affect individual structural components. The roof live load was consistently 
applied to all structures and was not reduced per ASCE 7-16 due to the assumed shallow 
slope of the roof. Loads were applied to load bearing members as line loads calculated 
based on the tributary area of each beam and were transferred to columns or girders by 
shear or moment connection. Initial sizes were chosen and iterated to determine efficient 
member sizes using RISA 3D based on applied loads, deflection, and individual capacities. 
Design of structural steel joists utilized the previously determined center to center spacing 
to determine the tributary width of each member and the total load applied along the 
length. The load was used along with the length of the joists and the Vulcraft design tables 
to select efficient joist sizes for each member. The initial application of gravity loads 
resulted in final sizes for gravity members and preliminary sizes for lateral members that 
satisfied the gravity conditions.  
 
Table 15: Live Loading Cases 
Loading Case Uniform Loading (psf) 
Roof Live Load 20 
Dead Load 20 
Hangar Door Load (Dead Load) 5 
 
 
Calculations for seismic loading followed the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure outlined 
in ASCE 7-16. Seismic loading parameters utilized the data provided by the Applied 
Technology Council (ATC) to obtain more accurate values than the code was able to 
provide which are noted in Table 16. The terminal and hangers utilized steel ordinary 
moment frames while the parking cover was designed as a steel ordinary cantilever 
column system with calculation values noted in Table 17. Initial member sizes based on 
gravity loads allowed for an approximation of seismic weight to be calculated and used in 
the calculation of the base shear of each structure. The seismic response coefficient was 
calculated separately for each structure, as shown in Appendix C, to determine the 
individual values of base shear which is noted in Table 18. A redundancy factor of 1.0 was 
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used in the calculation of base shear for each structure. The calculations resulted in the 
applicable lateral load for each structure for seismic parameters. 
 
Table 16: Seismic Loading Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Risk Category II 
Importance Factor (Ie) 1.0 
Site Class D 
Mapped Spectral Response Parameters  
Ss 0.893 
S1 0.16 




Table 17: LFRS Design Values 
 Terminal 
LFRS 
Hangar LFRS Parking 
LFRS 
Response Modification Coefficient (Ra) 3.5 3.5 1.25 
Overstrength Factor (Ω0) 3.0 3.0 1.25 
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Table 18: Seismic Base Shear 
Base Shear Kips 
Terminal 3.65 




Calculations for wind loading followed the procedures as defined in ASCE 7-16. Wind 
loading parameters for the site development area were used to determine variables for 
wind loading calculations; these parameters are shown in Table 19. The wind loading 
parameters were used for each structure to calculate windward and leeward wind 
pressures. Pressures are dependent on the classification of the structure’s percent of open 
surface area. The terminal is classified as enclosed; the parking cover is classified as open; 
the hangars are classified as partially enclosed. Final windward, sidewall, and leeward 
pressures applicable to each structure as well as the roof pressure for the parking 
structure are shown in Table 20. 
 
Table 19: Wind Loading Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Risk Category II 
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Table 20: Wind Loading Pressures 
Terminal  Values 
Windward Pressure -12.6 lb/ft2 
Leeward Pressure 14.4 lb/ft2 
Parking Cover  
Roof Pressure -16.2 lb/ft2 
Hangar   
Windward Pressure 17.26 lb/ft2 
Leeward Pressure -10.79 lb/ft2 
Sidewall Pressure -15.10 lb/ft2 
Roof Pressure -19.41 lb/ft2 
Internal Pressure ± 11.86 lb/ft2 
 
 
Determination of the lateral loads for each structure allowed for the finalization of 
member sizes and load paths by including the effects of all applicable loading scenarios. 
Seismic and wind loading scenarios for the terminal and parking cover were applied 
directly into the diaphragm while the lateral loads for the hangar were applied to 
individual walls due to the determination of the structure being classified as partially 
enclosed. The preliminary member sizes were iterated in RISA 3D using a batch solution 
to ensure worst case member forces and deflections were considered due to the 
application of lateral loads. Code check was used to ensure individual member capacities 
were not exceeded. Members that exceeded loading capacities were iterated to ensure a 
safe and efficient size. Deflections for occupiable spaces such as the terminal and hangars 
were limited to L/360 while a deflection limit of L/240 was utilized for the parking cover. 
Beams that exceeded deflection limits were increased in depth to increase the moment of 
inertia and therefore decrease deflection. Application and iteration of the structures 
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applied with all applicable loading scenarios resulted in a feasible structure that would 
ensure the safety of the occupants as shown in the construction documents. 
 
Member connections were designed following shear and moment connection 
assumptions developed during load path determination. Shear connections were 
designed using weld-bolted connections to ease in constructability due to the difficulty in 
tightening bolts inside HSS columns. Moment connections were designed as two main 
types; a column cap with the beam on top of the column and a moment connection 
attached directly to the side of the column. Required loads for connections utilized the 
maximum forces determined using the RISA 3D model and were designed to ensure 
compliance with code using RAM Connection. Members that were not in compliance with 
code were typically due to the thickness of the wide flange web or wall of HSS. These 
members were updated in size and reanalyzed in RISA 3D to determine new connection 
requirements. Design of connections for similar members were designed using the worst 
load case for the repetitive member to ease in constructability for each structure by 
creating a repetitive connection process. Final connections are presented in Appendix C 
and the construction documents and are intended to offer feasible, constructable 
structures. 
8.0 FOUNDATION DESIGN 
Foundation design services provided for the general aviation expansion at McGhee Tyson 
is done performing geotechnical analysis and design to size foundations to safely transfer 
loads from site structures to the subsurface. Structural fill material was specified for the 
site to meet suitable criteria for the foundation. Baseplates and anchor bolts for columns 
were designed in accordance with the AISC Steel Manual and ACI-318 Code. A shallow 
foundation system was designed, using RISA Foundation, based on the soil fill strength 
characteristics and loads determined from the RISA 3D structural model.  
 
Structural fill material has been specified for the site to adequately meet criteria based on 
the foundation soil requirements. Because fill material for the site was not tested for 
foundation design, assumptions have been made for fill soil classification, soil parameters 
of strength, and fill construction methods. These assumptions are based on chapter 18 of 
IBC 2018 and soil classification based on ASTM D2487. Structural fill soil is specified as 
sandy gravel and gravel compacted to 95% of standard proctor. Soil strength parameters 
can be assumed based on this choice of soil classification, as shown in Table 21. Upon 
construction, a geotechnical investigation is required to confirm fill compliance with 
assumed values. 
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Table 21: Soil Parameters 
Soil Classification  GW and/or GP 
Compaction 95% 
Allowable Vertical Bearing 3 ksf 
Lateral Bearing Pressure 0.2 ksf/ft below surface 
Coefficient of Friction 0.35 
Cohesion Negligible  
Subgrade Modulus 100 k/ft3 
 
 
Base plate and anchor rod design for each footing was done in accordance with the design 
methods set out in the second edition of the AISC Steel Design Guide: Base Plate and 
Anchor Rod Design. Pin connections were designed as concentric axial compressive 
loads, and moment connections were designed as base plates with large moments. Anchor 
rods were uniformly chosen to be ¾” ASTM F1554 Grade 36 rods in accordance with 
Section 2.7 of the referenced steel design guide. Base plates have been designed as ASTM 
A36 plates. Plate area is based on column sizing. Anchor rod length is based on required 
development and OSHA requirements as shown in Appendix D. Grout spacing has been 
designed as two inches with a specified grout design compressive strength of no less than 
8000 psi. 
 
RISA Foundation was used to analyze the geotechnical and structural limit states for the 
design of shallow foundations. Soil limit states included bearing and shear failure of the 
subsurface as well as serviceability limit states of elastic deformation and immediate 
earthwork settling. Soil limit states were not considered based seismic concerns such as 
liquefaction because the specified structural fill soil classification is not susceptible to 
these limit states. Structural limit states for footings included flexural strength, one-way 
shear strength, and two-way shear. To increase uniformity of foundation design, all 
foundations were designed as square spread footings, except for blast shield foundations, 
which were designed as mat slabs. Additional details for blast shield mat slab foundations 
are provided in Appendix D and the construction documents. Minimum footing depth 
below surface grade was uniformly chosen to be 3 feet to assure the footing base was below 
frost depth. Concrete for footings was chosen to be 4000 psi normal weight concrete. 
Footings were designed without pedestals except for the parking cover which includes 
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footings designed to include two-foot deep, eighteen-inch square pedestals based on base 
plate and anchor rod sizing for the structure. A footing schedule was created based on (3) 
column types: edge, corner, and center and maximum loads from each of these column 
types were used to size the family of footings applicable for the specific type, as seen in 
Table 22 and the construction documents. 
 
Table 22: Footing Sizing 





Edge 9'-6" x 9'-6" 
Corner  6'-6" x 6'-6" 





 Edge 6'-0" x 6'-0" 








All 8'-6" x 8'-6" 
 
9.0 CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING SERVICES 
The construction engineering services include estimation of cut and fill quantities for the 
project, development of a construction schedule for the proposed hangars and office 
space, and preparation of an estimate of probable cost. The cut and fill volumes were 
determined using existing contours provided by McGhee Tyson and the new proposed 
grade. The construction schedule was determined using schedules from projects at the 
airport and a construction phasing plan and schedule was created using the critical path 
method. The cost estimation was created using the TDOT pricing sheets, along with the 
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quantities of materials from RISA, AutoCAD, and Revit to provide accurate estimations 
for the probable cost.  
 
The construction engineering services determined the amount of fill volume needed for 
the site using the average end area method and the contours for existing and proposed 
grade. Airport guidelines require a maximum 6:1 slope which will be implemented in the 
area surrounding the proposed site. The elevation of the pad will gradually slope at the 
required grade until it ties into the existing grade as shown in the construction ready 
documents. The proposed grade will maintain the current runoff direction to allow water 
on the proposed soil surface to be alleviated from the site. Development of the proposed 
grade allowed for a comparison of surfaces which resulted in total cut and fill quantities 
using Civil 3D as seen in Table 23. A net quantity of soil was found using the cut and fill 
quantities to determine the volume of fill material required for the site. To alleviate the 
quantity of soil required from external sources, the infield of the site was examined for 
excess soil. It was determined that the excess soil on site, as shown in Table 23, was found 
to be insufficient in filling to the proposed grade, as shown in Appendix E,  and will 
require the purchasing of soil that meets the design criteria based on structural fill 
requirements for foundations. 
 
Table 23: Cut and Fill Volumes of Proposed Grade 
Cut 8143.71 𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑3 
Fill 272239.40 𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑3 
Net 264095.69 𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑3 
Soil on Site 26535.27 𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑3 
 
 
Once the site is filled and compacted, the foundation of the buildings will be made of 
concrete that will allow for the hangars and terminal to tie into the foundation. The alley 
between the hangars includes a drainage ditch to help keep water from running into the 
hangars. This ditch will run into the new stormwater system and empty at the same point 
as the other sections of new stormwater drainage. The primary slab that the three rows of 
hangars will be placed on will be constructed of asphalt. All asphalt for the hangar area 
and parking area will be poured after all structures are completed. 
 
Estimations of project duration were completed using schedules of old projects provided 
by the airport. Determination of the schedule required an inventory of all tasks required 
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for the project and identification of which tasks could occur simultaneously. For example, 
it was determined that construction of the roadway and individual structures could occur 
simultaneously to reduce the project construction time. Durations were based on 
individual items offered by the airport and used to estimate duration based on the 
development’s needs. The critical path for this project has been used to best approximate 
project duration as shown in Appendix E, with adjustments made to account for delays 
due to weather, material backordering, and the project’s proximity to a major 
transportation hub, which could experience delays due to its scheduled events and 
heightened security needs. The total project duration required for completion of all 
construction tasks was determined from the critical path to last 291 business days. 
Required permitting and information for each permit required for various construction 
tasks have been included in Appendix E to ensure compliance with the city of Alcoa. 
 
Construction methods for the development require a wide array of large-scale machinery 
as well as small scale tools and technology. Throughout the construction, survey 
equipment is required, including a total station and prism rods, to ensure proper 
placement of developed infrastructure. The machinery required to grade the proposed 
surface of the development to the specified elevations presented in the construction 
documents includes track hoes, hauling trucks, sheepsfoot rollers, smooth drum rollers 
and bulldozers. Once the earthwork is complete, the equipment needed on site includes 
cranes for the construction of the hangars and cement trucks for the foundation and 
taxiways. 
 
Determination of the total project cost referenced TDOT’s price reference sheet to 
determine the cost of material quantities and tasks. Project quantities were determined 
by performing quantity take offs of individual quantities to obtain an accurate estimation 
of materials used in the construction process. The quantities were then referenced to 
TDOT’s prices using region one as the basis for cost determination and were multiplied 
by the base quantity to determine the price of each individual quantity. Upon calculation 
of the cost of each individual material, the total project cost was determined through the 
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10.0 CONCLUSION  
Engineering services have been provided in order to develop a plot of land at McGhee 
Tyson airport to allow for future expansion of general aviation practices. Site 
development, stormwater management design, structural design, and construction 
engineering services have been provided to adequately prepare this project for 
construction. Civil site work was completed to properly tie in existing infrastructure to 
the new development and offer the requested amenities for plane storage and access. 
Stormwater management design has been completed to provide adequate stormwater 
control on the site using new and existing stormwater infrastructure. Structural design 
and geotechnical design services have been completed to properly determine loading on 
new structures, effectively support those loads through steel structural frames, and safely 
transfer them to the subsurface through shallow reinforced concrete foundations. 
Construction engineering services have been completed to provide a construction 
schedule, takeoff quantities, and an estimate of probable cost. Final completion of this 
project is projected to be accomplished for $10.2 million with a duration of 291 working 
construction days. 
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| Airport Jet Blast & Noise Protection | www.blastdeflectors.com
5595 Equity Avenue  Suite 650  Reno, Nevada 89502  USA  phone 775 856-1928  fax 775 856-1686  toll-free 877 474-1923  
BDI has focused on jet blast solutions since the origin 
of jet aircraft in commercial and military aviation.
Taxi-Power Series
Utilized to protect ground support, roadways, parking areas, buildings and people from jet blast produced by aircraft using taxiways 
and aprons. These models are designed to withstand taxi and breakaway power from all types of aircraft. 
Minimum distance required: 35 feet (10.67 meters) to the tail of the aircraft and 60 feet (18.29 meters) to the aircraft engine. 
These models consist of both vertical and curved surfaces.
MODEL HEIGHT DEPTH DESCRIPTION AIRCRAFT
V-H 6' to 14' (1.8 to 4.3m) 9" (23cm) I-Beam, cantilevered vertical blast fence with vertical struts, pier foundations & welded baseplates Depends on height
V-HD 6' to 14' (1.8 to 4.3m) 11" (28cm) Heavy duty cantilevered vertical blast fence with vertical struts, pier foundations & welded baseplates Depends on height
V14LD 14' (4.3m) 12" (30cm) I-Beam, cantilevered vertical blast fence with vertical struts, pier foundations & welded baseplates Wide-body aircraft
LCV 14' to 32' (4.2 to 9.7m) 7.6" (19cm) A-Frame with vertical blast fence surface for tight spaces with limited foundation Depends on height
G6 6' (1.8m) 6' (1.8m) Curved deflector designed for engines lower than 7 to 8 feet (2.1-2.4m) General aviation (G.A.)
G10 10' (3.0m) 5' (1.5m) Curved deflector designed for engines 7 to 8 feet (2.1-2.4m) above ground level G.A. + some narrow body
G6M 6' (1.8m) 5' (1.5m) Curved deflector designed for engines lower than 7 to 8 feet (2.1-2.4m) General aviation
G14M-6 14' (4.3m) 9' (2.7m) Curved deflector designed for engines 10 to 11 feet (3.0-3.3m) above ground level Wide-body aircraft
G20M-6 20' (6.0m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Curved deflector designed for engines greater than 11 feet (3.3m) above ground level All aircraft including A380
G22M-6 22' (6.7m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Curved deflector designed for engines greater than 11 feet (3.3m) above ground level All aircraft including A380
G8HD 8' (2.4m) 6' (1.8m) Curved deflector designed for engines 5 to 6 feet (1.5-1.8m) above ground level G.A. + some narrow body
G10HD 10' (3.0m) 7' (2.1m) Curved deflector with narrow base, designed for light-duty jet blast protection All aircraft
G6R 6' (1.8m) 5' (1.5m) Curved deflector designed for engines less than 5 to 6 feet (1.5-1.8m) above ground level General aviation
G8R 8' (2.4m) 5' (1.5m) Curved deflector designed for engines 5 to 6 feet (1.5-1.8m) above ground level G.A. + some narrow body
G12NB 12' (3.6m) 5' 8" (1.7m) Curved deflector with narrow base, designed for light-duty jet blast protection Narrow-body aircraft
G14NB 14' (4.3m) 5' 8" (1.7m) Curved deflector with narrow base, designed for light-duty jet blast protection Wide-body aircraft
G15NB 15' (4.5m) 5' 8" (1.7m) Curved deflector with narrow base, designed for light-duty jet blast protection Wide-body aircraft
G22NB 22' (6.7m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Curved deflector designed for engines greater than 11 feet (3.3m) All aircraft including A380
Full-Power Series
Utilized to protect ground support, roadways, parking areas, buildings and people from jet blast produced by aircraft using taxiways and aprons. 
These models are used in maintenance areas where full-power run-ups are regularly performed and can support jet thrust up to 115,000 pounds.
Minimum distance required: 35 feet (10.67 meters) to the tail of the aircraft and 60 feet (18.29 meters) to the aircraft engine. 
These models have a curved surface and require special anchors.
MODEL HEIGHT DEPTH DESCRIPTION AIRCRAFT
G8HD 8' (2.4m) 6' (1.8m) Full-power run-ups, typically at the end of a runway G.A. + some narrow body
G10HD 10' (3.0m) 7' (2.1m) Full-power run-ups, typically at the end of a runway G.A. + some narrow body
G11-S 11' (3.4m) 7' (2m) Full-power run-ups, typically in a maintenance facility B-52, KC-135
G14M-3 14' (4.3m) 9' (2.7m) Full-power run-ups, typically at the end of a runway Narrow + wide-body aircraft
U19 19' (5.8m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Full-power run-ups, typically at a maintenance facility Wide-body aircraft
G20M 20' (6.0m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Curved deflector designed for engines that are higher than 11 feet (3.3m) Wide-body aircraft
G22M 22' (6.7m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Curved deflector designed for engines that are higher than 11 feet (3.3m) All aircraft including A380
U35 35' (10.7m) 14' 6" (4.4m) Full-power run-ups, typically at a maintenance facility MD-11, DC10
Afterburner Series
Utilized for starting tests and engine maintenance.
These models are designed to withstand full afterburner run-ups, and to withstand surface temperatures up to 750• F (399•C).
Minimum distance required: 75 feet (23 meters) to the jet nozzles. 
These models have a curved surface and require special anchors.
MODEL HEIGHT DEPTH DESCRIPTION AIRCRAFT
GS-12 12' (3.6m) 11' 6" (3.5m) Maintenance testing, full-power run-ups with afterburners Military fighters
GS-16 16' (4.9m) 13' (3.9m) Maintenance testing, full-power run-ups with afterburners Military fighters
GS-20 20' (6.1m) 13' (3.9m) Maintenance testing, full-power run-ups with afterburners Military fighters & bombers
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Runoff  Calculations:  
  
  
Rational  Method  Variables:  
 
Ad-  Watershed  Area  
Tc-  Time  of  concentration   
Iu-  Rainfall  Intensity  
Cu-Undeveloped  Runoff  Coefficient  
O-  Undeveloped  Runoff  Rate  
Cd-  Developed  runoff  Coefficient  
 
Rational  Method  Equation:  
 
Equation  1-0:  Flow  Rate  (Q)  =Cd*Iu*Ad  
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The  Watershed  area  was  calculated  based  on  the  catchments  provided  by  CHA  
Consultants  in  the  McGhee  Tyson  Airport  Airfield  Stormwater  Management  Manual.  
These  areas  provided  a  rough  estimate  of  the  watershed  areas  for  each  existing  pipe  in  
the  south  lateral  ditch.  From  this,  Google  Earth  was  used  to  measure  these  areas.  S2047  
was  used  for  the  108”  RCP  pipes.  S2021,  S2038,  S2038A,  S2040,  S2042,  and  S  2044  
were  used  for  measuring  the  84”  RCP  watershed.  S2021,  S2024,  and  S2025  were  used  
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Design  Storm  Rational  
 
The  design  storm  was  chosen  based  on  the  guidance  of  the  McGhee  Tyson  Airport  
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Required  Storage  Equations:   
 
Equation  2-0:  Inflow  Rate  (I)  -  ( )   d d dC * I * A
Equation  2-1:   Storage  Rate  (Itd)  -   I )  ( − O
Equation  2-2:  Required  Storage-   I ) Tu 12)  ( − O * ( /
 




84”  RCP  Peak  Flow  and  Storage  Calculations  
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Pad  Drainage  Pipes  Peak  Flow  and  Storage  Calculations:   
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Storm  Frequency:  
Per  chapter  3  of  the  Knox  County  Tennessee  Stormwater  Management  Manual,  the  
precipitation  frequency  was  chosen  for  a  10  year  33  minuet  storm.   
 
 
Minimum  Slope  and  Velocity:  
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Pipe  Design  Criteria:  
Chapter  7  in  the  Knox  County  Tennessee  Stormwater  Management  Manual  provides  the  
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Pipe  Sizing  Equations:  
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Manning’s  n  Values:  
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Dead loads shall consist of the weight of all materials of construction incorporated into 
the building including but not limited to walls, floors, roofs, ceilings, stairways, built-in 
partitions, finishes, cladding and other similarly incorporated architectural and structural 
items, and fixed service equipment including the weight of cranes. With not architectural 




Minimum Uniformly Distributed Live Load     20 psf 
Minimum Concentrated Live Load      2000 lb 
Minimum Roof Live Load          20 psf 
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Tributary Width         9.9’ 
Applied Loads:  DL       20 psf 
RLL       20 psf 
Distributed Loads:  DL       198 lb/ft 
RLL       198 lb/ft 
 
For member results, see AC01-Parking Design RISA Output 
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Tributary Width         14.9’ 
Applied Loads:  DL       20 psf 
RLL       20 psf 
Distributed Loads:  DL       298 lb/ft 
RLL       298 lb/ft 
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Tributary Width         19’ 
Applied Loads:  DL       20 psf 
RLL       20 psf 
Distributed Loads:  DL       380 lb/ft 
RLL       380 lb/ft 
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For member results, see AC03-Hangar Design RISA Output 
 






Importance Factor (Ie)        1.0 
Site Class          D 
Spectral Response Acceleration Parameters:    
Ss          0.893 
 S1          0.16 
 SMS          1.02 
 SM1          0.365 
 SDS          0.68 
 SD1          0.243 
Long Period Transition Period (TL)      12 
Short Period Site Coefficient (Fa)       1.143  
Long Period Site Coefficient (Fv)       2.28 
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MCER Horizontal Response Spectrum Design Horizontal Response Spectrum
Basic Parameters
Name Value Description
SS 0.885 MCER ground motion (period=0.2s)
S1 0.159 MCER ground motion (period=1.0s)
SMS 1.014 Site-modified spectral acceleration value
SM1 0.363 Site-modified spectral acceleration value
SDS 0.676 Numeric seismic design value at 0.2s SA
SD1 0.242 Numeric seismic design value at 1.0s SA
Additional Information
Name Value Description
SDC D Seismic design category
Fa 1.146 Site amplification factor at 0.2s
Fv 2.282 Site amplification factor at 1.0s
962 ft
Report a map errorMap data ©2021 Google
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CRS 0.875 Coefficient of risk (0.2s)
CR1 0.934 Coefficient of risk (1.0s)
PGA 0.5 MCEG peak ground acceleration
FPGA 1.1 Site amplification factor at PGA
PGAM 0.55 Site modified peak ground acceleration
TL 12 Long-period transition period (s)
SsRT 0.885 Probabilistic risk-targeted ground motion (0.2s)
SsUH 1.012 Factored uniform-hazard spectral acceleration (2% probability of
exceedance in 50 years)
SsD 1.5 Factored deterministic acceleration value (0.2s)
S1RT 0.159 Probabilistic risk-targeted ground motion (1.0s)
S1UH 0.17 Factored uniform-hazard spectral acceleration (2% probability of
exceedance in 50 years)
S1D 0.6 Factored deterministic acceleration value (1.0s)
PGAd 0.5 Factored deterministic acceleration value (PGA)
The results indicated here DO NOT reflect any state or local amendments to the values or any delineation lines made during the building code
adoption process. Users should confirm any output obtained from this tool with the local Authority Having Jurisdiction before proceeding with
design.
Disclaimer
Hazard loads are provided by the U.S. Geological Survey Seismic Design Web Services.
While the information presented on this website is believed to be correct, ATC and its sponsors and contributors assume no responsibility or
liability for its accuracy. The material presented in the report should not be used or relied upon for any specific application without competent
examination and verification of its accuracy, suitability and applicability by engineers or other licensed professionals. ATC does not intend that the
use of this information replace the sound judgment of such competent professionals, having experience and knowledge in the field of practice, nor
to substitute for the standard of care required of such professionals in interpreting and applying the results of the report provided by this website.
Users of the information from this website assume all liability arising from such use. Use of the output of this website does not imply approval by
the governing building code bodies responsible for building code approval and interpretation for the building site described by latitude/longitude
location in the report.
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Designed as a steel ordinary moment frame analyzed by the Equivalent Lateral Force 
Procedure. 
 
Response Modification Coefficient (Ra)      3.5 
Overstrength Factor (Ωo)        3 
Deflection Amplification Factor (Cdb)       3 
 
Redundancy Factor (⍴)        1.0 
Average Roof Height (h)        12’ 
Building Period Coefficient (Ct)       0.028 
Level Under Construction (x)       0.8 
Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
 Cs=(SDS)/(R/Ie)        0.1943 
Approximate Fundamental Period of the Building (Ta): 
Ta=Cthx         0.2044  
Maximum Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
Cs,max=(SD1)/(T(R/Ie))       0.3397 
Seismic Weight (W)         18.766 k 
Base Shear (V): 
 V=⍴CSW         3.65 k 
 
Parking  Calculations 
 
Designed as a steel ordinary cantilever column analysed by the Equivalent Lateral Force 
Procedure. 
 
Response Modification Coefficient (Ra)      1.25 
Overstrength Factor (Ωo)        1.25 
Deflection Amplification Factor (Cdb)       1.25 
 
Redundancy Factor (⍴)        1.0 
Average Roof Height (h)        10’ 
Building Period Coefficient (Ct)       0.02 
Level Under Construction (x)       0.75 
Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
 Cs=(SDS)/(R/Ie)        0.272 
Approximate Fundamental Period of the Building (Ta): 
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Ta=Cthx         0.1125  
Maximum Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
Cs,max=(SD1)/(T(R/Ie))       1.728 
Seismic Weight (W)         76.428 k 
Base Shear (V): 




Designed as a steel ordinary moment frame analysed by the Equivalent Lateral Force 
Procedure. 
 
Response Modification Coefficient (Ra)      3.5 
Overstrength Factor (Ωo)        3 
Deflection Amplification Factor (Cdb)       3 
 
Redundancy Factor (⍴)        1.0 
Average Roof Height (h)        16’ 
Building Period Coefficient (Ct)       0.028 
Level Under Construction (x)       0.8 
Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
 Cs=(SDS)/(R/Ie)        0.1943 
Approximate Fundamental Period of the Building (Ta): 
Ta=Cthx         0.2573  
Maximum Seismic Response Coefficient (Cs): 
Cs,max=(SD1)/(T(R/Ie))       0.2698 
Seismic Weight (W)         548.36 k 
Base Shear (V): 






Risk Category         II 
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Wind Directionality Factor (Kd)       0.85 
Exposure Category         C 
Topographic Factor (Kzt):  
K1          0.28 
K2          1.00 
K3          1.00 
Kzt = (1+K1K2K3)2         1.64 
Ground Elevation Factor (Ke)       0.96 
Gust Effect Factor (G)        0.85 
Enclosure Classification        ENCLOSED 
Internal Pressure Coefficient (GCpi)      ±0.18 
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient (Kh/Kz)     0.57 
Velocity Pressure (q): 
 q= 0.00256KzKztKdKeV2       21.12 lb/ft2 
External Pressure Coefficient (Cp): 
 Windward         0.8 
 Leeward          -0.5 
Pressure: 
 P = qGCp 
Windward          14.4 lb/ft2 
 Leeward          -9.0 lb/ft2 
  
 
Parking Cover Calculations 
 
Wind Directionality Factor (Kd)       0.85 
Exposure Category         B 
Topographic Factor (Kzt):  
K1          0.28 
K2          1.00 
K3          1.00 
Kzt = (1+K1K2K3)2         1.64 
Ground Elevation Factor (Ke)       0.96 
Gust Effect Factor (G)        0.85 
Enclosure Classification        OPEN 
Internal Pressure Coefficient (GCpi)      0.00 
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient (Kh/Kz)     0.57 
Velocity Pressure (q): 
 q= 0.00256KzKztKdKeV2       21.12 lb/ft2 
External Pressure Coefficient (Cp) : 
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 0 to h/2         -0.9 
 h/2 to h         -0.9 
 h to 2h         -0.5 
 >2h          -0.3 
Pressure: 
 P = qGCp 
 0 to h/2         -16.2 lb/ft2 
 h/2 to h         -16.2 lb/ft2 
 h to 2h         -8.98 lb/ft2 




Wind Directionality Factor (Kd)       0.85 
Exposure Category         B 
Topographic Factor (Kzt):  
K1          0.28 
K2          0.86 
K3          1.00 
Kzt = (1+K1K2K3)2         1.54 
Ground Elevation Factor (Ke)       0.96 
Gust Effect Factor (G)        0.85 
Enclosure Classification      PARTIALLY ENCLOSED 
Internal Pressure Coefficient (GCpi)      ±0.55 
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient (Kh/Kz)     0.62 
Velocity Pressure (q): 
 q= 0.00256KzKztKdKeV2       21.57 lb/ft2 
External Pressure Coefficient (Cp): 
 Windward         0.8 
 Leeward          -0.5 
 Sidewall         -0.7 
 Roof (entire)         -0.9 
Pressure: 
 P = qGCp 
 Windward         17.26 lb/ft2 
 Leeward          -10.79 lb/ft2 
 Sidewall         -15.10 lb/ft2 
 Roof          -19.41 lb/ft2 
 Internal         ±11.86 lb/ft2 
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Terminal Member Results and Connection Design 
 
Nodal loads and displacements, distributed loads, material take off, member internal 
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Connection name : CP_1PL_2B1
Connection ID : 3
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 14X34




Support section : HSS_SQR 7X7X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Column orientation : Longitudinal
CAP PLATE
Connector
tp:  Plate thickness : 1 in
Plate material : A36
Bolts : 1" A325 N
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 1.75 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 1.75 in
pf: distance bolt centerline-tension flange : 1.75 in
s: Transverse bolt spacing : 4.25 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Beam side
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Column side
Weld to support : E70XX
D1: Weld size to support (1/16in) : 5
Stiffeners
Ns:  Transverse stiffeners : None
Page1
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 27.31 7.28 1.18 26.13 Design
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Bolt diameter [in] 1.00 -- 1.50 DG4 Sec. 1.1
Transverse center-to-center spacing (gage) [in] 4.25 2.67 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Transverse edge distance [in] 1.75 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.75 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Beam
Transverse edge distance [in] 1.25 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Plate (support side)
Distance from centerline of bolt to nearer surface o... [in] 1.75 1.50 -- DG4 Sec. 2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 5 2 -- table J2.4
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 97.02 26.13 DL 0.27 p. 9-10
Beam
Bending [Kip*ft] 153.56 7.28 DL 0.05 Eq. F13-1
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 30.12 26.13 DL 0.87 p. 9-12,
p. 9-10
Local web yielding [Kip] 113.83 0.00 DL 0.00 DG4 eq. 3.24
Web crippling [Kip] 80.91 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J10-4
Compression buckling of the web [Kip] 48.99 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J10-8
Support
Weld capacity [Kip] 48.72 26.13 DL 0.54 Eq. J2-3
Side wall local crippling [Kip] 143.87 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J10-4
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 75.03 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.87
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : SP BCW
Connection ID : 4V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Beam section : W 14X30
Beam material : A992 Gr50
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0 in
ct:  Top cope length : 0 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 0 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 0 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 7X7X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
SINGLE PLATE
Connector
Section : PL 1/4x4x9
b:  Width : 4 in
L:  Length : 9 in
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.25 in
Material : A36
Plate position on beam : Center
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 3
nc: Bolt columns : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
a:  Distance between weld and bolts : 2.5 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
Page3
DEMANDS
                Beam                                                 Column                                
Description Ru Pu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 8.39 0.00 -9.21 13.81 0.00 Design
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.32 p. 10-103
Length [in] 9.00 6.11 12.23 p. 10-104
Thickness, precludes a punching failure of the HSS... [in] 0.25 -- --
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Beam
Vertical edge distance [in] 3.90 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Support
Maximum value of the specified yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --
Yield stress to tensile stress ratio 0.79 -- 0.80 Table K2.1A,
Table K2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 3 3 -- p. 10-87
Weld length [in] 9.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Bolts shear [Kip] 35.39 8.39 DL 0.24 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 35.21 8.39 DL 0.24 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 48.60 8.39 DL 0.17 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 41.60 8.39 DL 0.20 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 41.93 8.39 DL 0.20 Eq. J4-5
Flexural rupture [Kip] 65.25 8.39 DL 0.13 p. 9-10
Plate (support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 75.17 8.39 DL 0.11 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Shear yielding/buckling and flexure yielding 1.00 0.05 DL 0.05 Eq. 10-5
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 46.84 8.39 DL 0.18 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 111.78 8.39 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-3
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 97.30 7.46 DL 0.08 p. 9-5
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 16.35 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-5
Punching shear (shear rupture) [Kip] 65.68 8.39 DL 0.13 p. 10-153
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.24
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTES
The plate is designed with the extended configuration criteria.
REFERENCES
[4] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIA-63, IIA_86, IIA-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Connection name : DW BCW
Connection ID : 6M
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Family: Beam - Column web (BCW)






Beam section : W 12X14
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 7X7X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 10.20 -10.49 10.49 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Flange wall slenderness 30.04 -- --
Web wall slenderness 30.04 -- --
Beam flange / support width ratio 0.57 -- --
Yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Local yielding due to uneven load distribution [Kip] 12.75 10.49 DL 0.82 Eq. J4-1
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 42.28 10.49 DL 0.25 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local buckling [Kip] 100.17 10.49 DL 0.10 Eq. J10-8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.82
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Connection name : DA BG All bolted
Connection ID : 1V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 21X44
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Beam to girder alignment : Top
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 1.15 in
ct:  Top cope length : 3.57 in
Page1
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 1.15 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 3.57 in
Girder
General
Support section : W 21X44
Support material : A992 Gr50
ANGLE
Connector
Angle section : L 3X3X1_4
Material : A36
Angle short leg on beam : Yes
Consider double angle : Yes
Clearance : 0.125 in
L:  Angle length : 12 in
Beam side
Angle position on beam : Center
dtop:  Distance to beam top : 2.5 in
Connection type : Bolted
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nc:  Bolt columns : 1
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 4
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.25 in
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Hole type on angle : Standard (STD)
Support side
Connection type : Welded
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D2:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Load type
[kip] [kip]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 8.76 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Angle
Length [in] 12.00 9.40 18.40 p. 10-8
Angle (Beam side)
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.25 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.63 p. 10-9
Angle (Support side)
Weld size [1/16in] 3 2 3 table J2.4,
Sec. J2.2b
Weld length [in] 12.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
Beam
Top cope length [in] 3.57 -- 41.40
Top cope depth [in] 1.15 -- 4.35
Bottom cope length [in] 3.57 -- 41.40
Bottom cope depth [in] 1.15 -- 4.35
Vertical edge distance [in] 4.70 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5





Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Angle (Beam side)
Bolts shear [Kip] 143.21 8.76 DL 0.06 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 146.00 8.76 DL 0.06 Eq. J3-6
Shear yielding [Kip] 129.60 8.76 DL 0.07 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 110.93 8.76 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 102.72 8.76 DL 0.09 Eq. J4-5
Angle (Support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 74.50 8.76 DL 0.12 p. 10-11
Shear yielding [Kip] 129.60 8.76 DL 0.07 Eq. J4-3
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 122.85 8.76 DL 0.07 Eq. J3-6
Shear yielding [Kip] 193.20 8.76 DL 0.05 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 152.54 8.76 DL 0.06 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 121.75 8.76 DL 0.07 Eq. J4-5
Flexural yielding [Kip] 218.36 8.76 DL 0.04 p. 9-6
Flexural rupture [Kip] 354.83 8.76 DL 0.02 p. 9-6
Local web buckling [Kip] 324.55 8.76 DL 0.03 p. 9-7
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 163.80 7.86 DL 0.05 p. 9-5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.12
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : DA BG Weld support Bolt beam
Connection ID : 2V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________








Beam section : W 21X68
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Beam to girder alignment : Top
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0.95 in
ct:  Top cope length : 3.075 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 1.35 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 3.075 in
Girder
General
Support section : W 21X44
Support material : A992 Gr50
ANGLE
Connector
Angle section : LU 3-1_2X3X1_4
Material : A36
Angle short leg on beam : Yes
Consider double angle : Yes
Clearance : 0.125 in
L:  Angle length : 12 in
Beam side
Angle position on beam : Center
dtop:  Distance to beam top : 2.5 in
Connection type : Bolted
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nc:  Bolt columns : 1
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 4
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Hole type on angle : Standard (STD)
Support side
Connection type : Welded
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D2:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 2
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Load type
[kip] [kip]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Angle
Length [in] 12.00 9.36 18.56 p. 10-8
Angle (Beam side)
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.63 p. 10-9
Angle (Support side)
Weld size [1/16in] 2 2 3 table J2.4,
Sec. J2.2b
Weld length [in] 12.00 0.50 -- Sec. J2.2b
Beam
Top cope length [in] 3.08 -- 42.20
Top cope depth [in] 0.95 -- 4.55
Bottom cope length [in] 3.08 -- 42.20
Bottom cope depth [in] 1.35 -- 4.55
Vertical edge distance [in] 5.10 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Angle (Beam side)
Bolts shear [Kip] 143.21 12.20 DL 0.09 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 146.00 12.20 DL 0.08 Eq. J3-6
Shear yielding [Kip] 129.60 12.20 DL 0.09 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 110.93 12.20 DL 0.11 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 108.16 12.20 DL 0.11 Eq. J4-5
Angle (Support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 46.08 12.20 DL 0.26 p. 10-11
Shear yielding [Kip] 129.60 12.20 DL 0.09 Eq. J4-3
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 150.93 12.20 DL 0.08 Eq. J3-6
Shear yielding [Kip] 242.52 12.20 DL 0.05 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 192.44 12.20 DL 0.06 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 148.21 12.20 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-5
Flexural yielding [Kip] 318.84 12.20 DL 0.04 p. 9-6
Flexural rupture [Kip] 518.11 12.20 DL 0.02 p. 9-6
Local web buckling [Kip] 448.77 12.20 DL 0.03 p. 9-7
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 163.80 11.79 DL 0.07 p. 9-5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.26
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : CP_5/8PL_2B3/4
Connection ID : 3
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Beam section : W 21X44




Support section : HSS_SQR 9X9X1_2
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Column orientation : Longitudinal
CAP PLATE
Connector
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.625 in
Plate material : A36
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 2.375 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 1.25 in
pf: distance bolt centerline-tension flange : 1.5 in
s: Transverse bolt spacing : 4 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Beam side
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Column side
Weld to support : E70XX
D1: Weld size to support (1/16in) : 5
Stiffeners
Ns:  Transverse stiffeners : None
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 -22.30 22.68 -41.39 19.08 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Bolt diameter [in] 0.75 -- 1.50 DG4 Sec. 1.1
Transverse center-to-center spacing (gage) [in] 4.00 2.00 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Transverse edge distance [in] 2.38 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5




Transverse edge distance [in] 1.25 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Plate (support side)
Distance from centerline of bolt to nearer surface o... [in] 1.50 1.25 -- DG4 Sec. 2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 5 3 -- table J2.4
 WARNINGS
- Support does not fit on plate
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 51.48 19.08 DL 0.37 p. 9-10
Beam
Bending [Kip*ft] 290.70 22.68 DL 0.08 Eq. F13-1
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 29.36 19.08 DL 0.65 p. 9-12,
p. 9-10
Local web yielding [Kip] 140.70 41.39 DL 0.29 DG4 eq. 3.24
Web crippling [Kip] 111.23 41.39 DL 0.37 Eq. J10-4
Compression buckling of the web [Kip] 59.32 41.39 DL 0.70 Eq. J10-8
Support
Weld capacity [Kip] 62.65 19.08 DL 0.30 Eq. J2-3
Side wall local crippling [Kip] 693.97 41.39 DL 0.06 Eq. J10-4
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 149.73 41.39 DL 0.28 Eq. J10-2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.70
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : CBB_DW_CBF
Connection ID : 4
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Right beam : No
Left beam : No
Upper right brace : Yes
Upper left brace : Yes
Lower left brace : No
Lower right brace : No




Column section : HSS_SQR 9X9X1_2
Column material : A500 GrB rectangular
Column orientation : Longitudinal
Is column end : No
Upper right brace
General
Section : HSS_SQR 4X4X1_4
Material : A500 GrB rectangular
Brace slope angle (degrees) : 45
Brace long leg on gusset : Yes
Additional geometric data
wpx:  WP horizontal displacement : 0 in
wpy:  WP vertical displacement : 0 in
Le: Minimum distance to other members : 2 in
L1: Left distance : 2 in
L2: Right distance : 2 in
Upper left brace
General
Section : HSS_SQR 4X4X1_4
Material : A500 GrB rectangular
Brace slope angle (degrees) : 45
Brace long leg on gusset : Yes
Additional geometric data
wpx:  WP horizontal displacement : 0 in
wpy:  WP vertical displacement : 0 in
Le: Minimum distance to other members : 2 in
L1: Left distance : 2 in





tp:  Thickness : 1 in
Material : A36
LV: Length on column : 20.881 in
Gusset-to-Brace connection
General
Brace setback : 0.75 in
Connection type : Bolted
Bolts : 1" A490 X
Hole type : Standard (STD)
Hole type on gusset : Standard (STD)
nc:  Bolt columns : 2
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 1.5 in
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 1.5 in
End connection type : Slotted
Material : A36
Plate thickness : 0.563 in
Weld : E70XX
Weld size to brace (1/16 in) : 4
Weld clearance : 0.313 in
Weld lengh on brace : 4 in
Gusset-to-Column connection
General
Connection type to column : Directly welded
Directly welded
Column weld : E70XX




tp:  Thickness : 1 in
Page9
Material : A36
LV: Length on column : 20.881 in
Gusset-to-Brace connection
General
Brace setback : 0.75 in
Connection type : Bolted
Bolts : 1" A490 X
Hole type : Standard (STD)
Hole type on gusset : Standard (STD)
nc:  Bolt columns : 2
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 1.5 in
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 1.5 in
End connection type : Slotted
Material : A36
Plate thickness : 0.563 in
Weld : E70XX
D:  Weld size (1/16 in) : 4
Weld clearance : 0.313 in
Weld lengh on brace : 4 in
Gusset-to-Column connection
General
Connection type to column : Directly welded
Directly welded
Column weld : E70XX
D:  Weld size to column (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
                          Right beam                                                      Left beam                                        Column            
Description Pu Vu Mu33 Pu Vu Mu33 Pu Vu Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                  Pu                                      
Description Brace1 Brace2 Brace3 Brace4 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 51.78 51.78 0.00 0.00 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interface between Gusset - Top right brace
Connection: Directly bolted
DEMANDS






Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Transverse edge distance [in] 2.56 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.67 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Gusset
Transverse edge distance [in] 4.28 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
Page10
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Welds




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Bolts shear [Kip] 99.44 51.78 DL 0.52 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 82.58 51.78 DL 0.63 Eq. J3-6
Block shear rupture at brace web [Kip] 88.09 51.78 DL 0.59 Eq. J4-5
Tab tensile yielding [Kip] 63.13 51.78 DL 0.82 Eq. J4-1
Tab tensile rupture [Kip] 55.71 51.78 DL 0.93 Eq. J4-2
Welds
Weld capacity [Kip] 89.10 51.78 DL 0.58 Eq. J2-4
Gusset
Bolt bearing on gusset [Kip] 146.81 51.78 DL 0.35 Eq. J3-6
Brace
HSS wall shear yielding [Kip] 102.89 51.78 DL 0.50 Eq. J4-3




Checks for gusset and brace
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brace
Yielding strength due to axial load [Kip] 139.52 51.78 DL 0.37 Eq. J4-1
Tension rupture [Kip] 83.70 51.78 DL 0.62 Eq. J4-2
Gusset




Upper right gusset interface - column
Directly welded
DEMANDS
                                      Beam                                                    Column                                      
Description Ru Pu Mu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 36.62 36.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gusset
Beam yielding (normal stress) [Kip] 676.55 36.62 DL 0.05 Eq. B-1,
Appendix B,
DG29, Eq. J4-1
Shear yielding [Kip] 451.03 36.62 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-3
Gusset edge tension stress [Kip/in2] 32.40 1.75 DL 0.05 J4-1
Gusset edge shear stress [Kip/in2] 21.60 1.75 DL 0.08 J4-1
Weld capacity [Kip] 226.27 64.73 DL 0.29 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Column
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 133.11 51.78 DL 0.39 Eq. J4-5





Interface between Gusset - Top left brace
Connection: Directly bolted
DEMANDS






Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Transverse edge distance [in] 2.56 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.67 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Gusset
Transverse edge distance [in] 4.28 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Welds




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Bolts shear [Kip] 99.44 51.78 DL 0.52 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 82.58 51.78 DL 0.63 Eq. J3-6
Block shear rupture at brace web [Kip] 88.09 51.78 DL 0.59 Eq. J4-5
Tab tensile yielding [Kip] 63.13 51.78 DL 0.82 Eq. J4-1
Tab tensile rupture [Kip] 55.71 51.78 DL 0.93 Eq. J4-2
Welds
Weld capacity [Kip] 89.10 51.78 DL 0.58 Eq. J2-4
Gusset
Bolt bearing on gusset [Kip] 146.81 51.78 DL 0.35 Eq. J3-6
Brace
HSS wall shear yielding [Kip] 102.89 51.78 DL 0.50 Eq. J4-3




Checks for gusset and brace
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brace
Yielding strength due to axial load [Kip] 139.52 51.78 DL 0.37 Eq. J4-1
Tension rupture [Kip] 83.70 51.78 DL 0.62 Eq. J4-2
Gusset





Upper left gusset interface - column
Directly welded
DEMANDS
                                      Beam                                                    Column                                      
Description Ru Pu Mu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 36.62 36.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gusset
Beam yielding (normal stress) [Kip] 676.55 36.62 DL 0.05 Eq. B-1,
Appendix B,
DG29, Eq. J4-1
Shear yielding [Kip] 451.03 36.62 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-3
Gusset edge tension stress [Kip/in2] 32.40 1.75 DL 0.05 J4-1
Gusset edge shear stress [Kip/in2] 21.60 1.75 DL 0.08 J4-1
Weld capacity [Kip] 226.27 64.73 DL 0.29 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Column
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 133.11 51.78 DL 0.39 Eq. J4-5




Global critical strength ratio 0.93
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REFERENCES
[9] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIC-26 - IIC-27
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : CBB_DW_CBF
Connection ID : 5
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Right beam : No
Left beam : No
Upper right brace : Yes
Upper left brace : No
Lower left brace : No
Lower right brace : No
Align beams to top edge : No
Column
General
Column section : W 21X44
Column material : A992 Gr50
Column orientation : Longitudinal
Is column end : No
Upper right brace
General
Section : HSS_SQR 4X4X1_4
Material : A36
Brace slope angle (degrees) : 45
Brace long leg on gusset : Yes
Additional geometric data
wpx:  WP horizontal displacement : 0 in
wpy:  WP vertical displacement : 0 in
Le: Minimum distance to other members : 2 in
L1: Left distance : 2 in





tp:  Thickness : 1 in
Material : A36




Brace setback : 0.75 in
Connection type : Bolted
Bolts : 1" A490 X
Hole type : Standard (STD)
Hole type on gusset : Standard (STD)
nc:  Bolt columns : 2
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 1.5 in
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 1.5 in
End connection type : Slotted
Material : A36
Plate thickness : 0.563 in
Weld : E70XX
Weld size to brace (1/16 in) : 4
Weld clearance : 0.313 in
Weld lengh on brace : 4 in
Gusset-to-Column connection
General
Connection type to column : Directly welded
Directly welded
Column weld : E70XX
D:  Weld size to column (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
                          Right beam                                                      Left beam                                          Column              
Description Pu Vu Mu33 Pu Vu Mu33 Pu Vu Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.65 Design
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                  Pu                                      
Description Brace1 Brace2 Brace3 Brace4 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 51.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interface between Gusset - Top right brace
Connection: Directly bolted
DEMANDS






Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Transverse edge distance [in] 2.56 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.67 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Gusset
Transverse edge distance [in] 4.28 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5








Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Directly bolted
Bolts shear [Kip] 99.44 51.78 DL 0.52 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 82.58 51.78 DL 0.63 Eq. J3-6
Block shear rupture at brace web [Kip] 88.09 51.78 DL 0.59 Eq. J4-5
Tab tensile yielding [Kip] 63.13 51.78 DL 0.82 Eq. J4-1
Tab tensile rupture [Kip] 55.71 51.78 DL 0.93 Eq. J4-2
Welds
Weld capacity [Kip] 89.10 51.78 DL 0.58 Eq. J2-4
Gusset
Bolt bearing on gusset [Kip] 146.81 51.78 DL 0.35 Eq. J3-6
Brace
HSS wall shear yielding [Kip] 80.52 51.78 DL 0.64 Eq. J4-3




Checks for gusset and brace
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brace
Yielding strength due to axial load [Kip] 109.19 51.78 DL 0.47 Eq. J4-1
Tension rupture [Kip] 83.70 51.78 DL 0.62 Eq. J4-2
Gusset




Upper right gusset interface - column
Directly welded
DEMANDS
                                      Beam                                                    Column                                      
Description Ru Pu Mu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 36.62 36.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gusset
Beam yielding (normal stress) [Kip] 676.55 36.62 DL 0.05 Eq. B-1,
Appendix B,
DG29, Eq. J4-1
Shear yielding [Kip] 451.03 36.62 DL 0.08 Eq. J4-3
Gusset edge tension stress [Kip/in2] 32.40 1.75 DL 0.05 J4-1
Gusset edge shear stress [Kip/in2] 21.60 1.75 DL 0.08 J4-1
Weld capacity [Kip] 226.27 64.73 DL 0.29 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Column












Global critical strength ratio 0.93
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REFERENCES
[9] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIC-26 - IIC-27
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Connection name : SP_BCW_1/4PL_4B3/4
Connection ID : 1V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 24X76
Beam material : A992 Gr50
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0 in
ct:  Top cope length : 0 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 0 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 0 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
SINGLE PLATE
Connector
Section : PL 1/4x4x21
b:  Width : 4 in
L:  Length : 21 in
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.25 in
Material : A36
Plate position on beam : Center
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 7
nc: Bolt columns : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Page1
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
a:  Distance between weld and bolts : 2.5 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
                  Beam                                                      Column                                          
Description Ru Pu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 19.07 0.00 -19.63 14.53 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.44 p. 10-102
Number of bolts 7 2 12 p 10-102
Distance from the bolt line to the weld line [in] 2.50 -- 3.50 p 10-102
Minimum plate or beam web thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.31 Table 10-9
Length [in] 21.00 10.77 21.54 p. 10-104
Thickness, precludes a punching failure of the HSS... [in] 0.25 -- --
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Beam
Vertical edge distance [in] 2.95 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Support
Maximum value of the specified yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --
Yield stress to tensile stress ratio 0.79 -- 0.80 Table K2.1A,
Table K2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 3 3 -- p. 10-87
Weld length [in] 21.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Bolts shear [Kip] 112.47 19.07 DL 0.17 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 118.23 19.07 DL 0.16 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 113.40 19.07 DL 0.17 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 97.06 19.07 DL 0.20 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 90.53 19.07 DL 0.21 Eq. J4-5
Plate (support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 175.41 19.07 DL 0.11 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 242.59 19.07 DL 0.08 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 315.48 19.07 DL 0.06 Eq. J4-3
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 97.30 7.26 DL 0.07 p. 9-5
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 23.29 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-5
Page2
Punching shear (shear rupture) [Kip] 357.58 19.07 DL 0.05 p. 10-153
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.21
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTES
The plate is designed with the conventional configuration criteria.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : SP BCW
Connection ID : 2V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 10X39
Beam material : A992 Gr50
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0 in
ct:  Top cope length : 0 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 0 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 0 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
SINGLE PLATE
Connector
Section : PL 1/4x4x6
b:  Width : 4 in
L:  Length : 6 in
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.25 in
Material : A36
Plate position on beam : Center
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 2
nc: Bolt columns : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
a:  Distance between weld and bolts : 2.5 in
Page3
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
                Beam                                                   Column                                        
Description Ru Pu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.58 0.00 19.63 14.53 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.36 p. 10-103
Length [in] 6.00 3.93 7.86 p. 10-104
Thickness, precludes a punching failure of the HSS... [in] 0.25 -- --
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Beam
Vertical edge distance [in] 3.46 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Support
Maximum value of the specified yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --
Yield stress to tensile stress ratio 0.79 -- 0.80 Table K2.1A,
Table K2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 3 3 -- p. 10-87
Weld length [in] 6.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Bolts shear [Kip] 18.08 0.58 DL 0.03 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 17.09 0.58 DL 0.03 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 32.40 0.58 DL 0.02 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 27.73 0.58 DL 0.02 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 29.78 0.58 DL 0.02 Eq. J4-5
Flexural rupture [Kip] 30.59 0.58 DL 0.02 p. 9-10
Plate (support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 50.12 0.58 DL 0.01 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Shear yielding/buckling and flexure yielding 1.00 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. 10-5
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 27.92 0.58 DL 0.02 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 93.74 0.58 DL 0.01 Eq. J4-3
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 97.30 0.78 DL 0.01 p. 9-5
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 13.63 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-5
Punching shear (shear rupture) [Kip] 29.19 0.58 DL 0.02 p. 10-153
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




The plate is designed with the extended configuration criteria.
REFERENCES
[4] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIA-63, IIA_86, IIA-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : SP BCW
Connection ID : 3V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 24X76
Beam material : A992 Gr50
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0 in
ct:  Top cope length : 0 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 0 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 0 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_2
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
SINGLE PLATE
Connector
Section : PL 1/4x4x21
b:  Width : 4 in
L:  Length : 21 in
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.25 in
Material : A36
Plate position on beam : Center
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 7
nc: Bolt columns : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
a:  Distance between weld and bolts : 2.5 in
Page5
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
                  Beam                                                      Column                                          
Description Ru Pu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 19.07 0.00 -47.78 88.53 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.34 p. 10-103
Length [in] 21.00 10.77 21.54 p. 10-104
Thickness, precludes a punching failure of the HSS... [in] 0.25 -- --
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Beam
Vertical edge distance [in] 2.95 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Support
Maximum value of the specified yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --
Yield stress to tensile stress ratio 0.79 -- 0.80 Table K2.1A,
Table K2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 3 3 -- p. 10-87
Weld length [in] 21.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Bolts shear [Kip] 112.47 19.07 DL 0.17 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 118.23 19.07 DL 0.16 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 113.40 19.07 DL 0.17 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 97.06 19.07 DL 0.20 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 90.53 19.07 DL 0.21 Eq. J4-5
Flexural rupture [Kip] 342.56 19.07 DL 0.06 p. 9-10
Plate (support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 175.41 19.07 DL 0.11 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Shear yielding/buckling and flexure yielding 1.00 0.03 DL 0.03 Eq. 10-5
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 242.59 19.07 DL 0.08 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 315.48 19.07 DL 0.06 Eq. J4-3
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 194.18 7.26 DL 0.04 p. 9-5
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 77.20 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-5
Punching shear (shear rupture) [Kip] 713.63 19.07 DL 0.03 p. 10-153
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




The plate is designed with the extended configuration criteria.
REFERENCES
[4] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIA-63, IIA_86, IIA-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : CP_1PL_2B1
Connection ID : 4
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 10X39




Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Column orientation : Longitudinal
CAP PLATE
Connector
tp:  Plate thickness : 1 in
Plate material : A36
Bolts : 1" A325 N
Lev:  Transverse distance to edge : 1.5 in
Leh:  Longitudinal distance to edge : 2 in
pf: distance bolt centerline-tension flange : 1.625 in
s: Transverse bolt spacing : 5.25 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Beam side
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Column side
Weld to support : E70XX
D1: Weld size to support (1/16in) : 5
Stiffeners
Ns:  Transverse stiffeners : None
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
Page7
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 -1.83 22.40 -34.52 32.69 Design
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Bolt diameter [in] 1.00 -- 1.50 DG4 Sec. 1.1
Transverse center-to-center spacing (gage) [in] 5.25 2.67 12.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Transverse edge distance [in] 1.50 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Longitudinal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Beam
Transverse edge distance [in] 1.37 1.25 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Plate (support side)
Distance from centerline of bolt to nearer surface o... [in] 1.63 1.50 -- DG4 Sec. 2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 5 2 -- table J2.4
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cap Plate
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 102.79 32.69 DL 0.32 p. 9-10
Beam
Bending [Kip*ft] 144.23 22.40 DL 0.16 Eq. F13-1
Resulting tension capacity due prying action [Kip] 39.15 32.69 DL 0.83 p. 9-12,
p. 9-10
Local web yielding [Kip] 142.35 34.52 DL 0.24 DG4 eq. 3.24
Web crippling [Kip] 104.05 34.52 DL 0.33 Eq. J10-4
Compression buckling of the web [Kip] 103.43 34.52 DL 0.33 Eq. J10-8
Support
Weld capacity [Kip] 55.68 32.69 DL 0.59 Eq. J2-3
Side wall local crippling [Kip] 138.92 34.52 DL 0.25 Eq. J10-4
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 85.74 34.52 DL 0.40 Eq. J4-1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.83
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : DW BCW
Connection ID : 5M
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Page8
Family: Beam - Column web (BCW)






Beam section : W 10X39
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 16.78 -21.44 21.44 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Flange wall slenderness 34.33 -- --
Web wall slenderness 34.33 -- --
Beam flange / support width ratio 1.00 -- --
Yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Local yielding due to uneven load distribution [Kip] 22.45 21.44 DL 0.96 Eq. J4-1
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 48.82 21.44 DL 0.44 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local buckling [Kip] 86.45 21.44 DL 0.25 Eq. J10-8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




Connection name : SP BCW
Connection ID : 6V
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Beam section : W 27X114
Beam material : A992 Gr50
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
Horizontal eccentricity : 0 in
Coped
dct:  Top cope depth : 0 in
ct:  Top cope length : 0 in
dcb:  Bottom cope depth : 0 in
cb:  Bottom cope length : 0 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_4
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
SINGLE PLATE
Connector
Section : PL 1/4x4x21
b:  Width : 4 in
L:  Length : 21 in
tp:  Plate thickness : 0.25 in
Material : A36
Plate position on beam : Center
Bolts : 3/4" A325 N
nr:  Rows of Bolts : 7
nc: Bolt columns : 1
s:  Pitch - longitudinal center-to-center spacing : 3 in
Lev:  Vertical edge distance : 1.5 in
Leh:  Horizontal edge distance : 1.5 in
a:  Distance between weld and bolts : 2.5 in
Hole type on plate : Standard (STD)
Hole type on beam : Standard (STD)
Welding electrode to support : E70XX
D:  Weld size to support (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AWS) (1/16 in) : 3
Wo: Obtuse side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Wa: Acute side weld size (AISC) (1/16 in) : 3
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
Page10
DEMANDS
                  Beam                                                      Column                                          
Description Ru Pu Pu Mu22 Mu33 Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip*ft]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 27.24 0.00 -28.99 30.60 0.00 Design
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Thickness [in] 0.25 -- 0.34 p. 10-103
Length [in] 21.00 12.12 24.24 p. 10-104
Thickness, precludes a punching failure of the HSS... [in] 0.25 -- --
Vertical edge distance [in] 1.50 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 1.50 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Vertical center-to-center spacing (pitch) [in] 3.00 2.00 6.00 Sec. J3.3,
Sec. J3.5
Beam
Vertical edge distance [in] 4.65 1.00 -- Tables J3.4,
J3.5
Horizontal edge distance [in] 2.00 1.50 -- p. 10-103
Support
Maximum value of the specified yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --
Yield stress to tensile stress ratio 0.79 -- 0.80 Table K2.1A,
Table K2.1
Weld size [1/16in] 3 3 -- p. 10-87
Weld length [in] 21.00 0.75 -- Sec. J2.2b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DESIGN CHECK
Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shear plate
Bolts shear [Kip] 112.47 27.24 DL 0.24 Tables (7-1..14)
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 118.23 27.24 DL 0.23 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 113.40 27.24 DL 0.24 Eq. J4-3
Shear rupture [Kip] 97.06 27.24 DL 0.28 Eq. J4-4
Block shear [Kip] 90.53 27.24 DL 0.30 Eq. J4-5
Flexural rupture [Kip] 342.56 27.24 DL 0.08 p. 9-10
Plate (support side)
Weld capacity [Kip] 175.41 27.24 DL 0.16 Tables 8-4 .. 8-11
Shear yielding/buckling and flexure yielding 1.00 0.06 DL 0.06 Eq. 10-5
Beam
Bolt bearing under shear load [Kip] 314.27 27.24 DL 0.09 p. 7-18,
Sec. J3.10
Shear yielding [Kip] 466.83 27.24 DL 0.06 Eq. J4-3
Support
Welds rupture [Kip/ft] 97.30 10.38 DL 0.11 p. 9-5
Chord wall plastification [Kip] 22.08 0.00 DL 0.00 Eq. J4-5
Punching shear (shear rupture) [Kip] 357.58 27.24 DL 0.08 p. 10-153
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.30
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTES
The plate is designed with the extended configuration criteria.
REFERENCES
[4] AISC 2005, Design Examples Version 13.0, pp. IIA-63, IIA_86, IIA-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Connection name : DW BCW
Connection ID : 7M
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Family: Beam - Column web (BCW)






Beam section : W 16X36
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_2
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 48.19 -37.38 37.38 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Flange wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Web wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Beam flange / support width ratio 0.87 -- --
Yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --




Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Local yielding due to uneven load distribution [Kip] 78.22 37.38 DL 0.48 Eq. J4-1
Shear yielding (punching) [Kip] 115.32 37.38 DL 0.32 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 167.59 37.38 DL 0.22 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local buckling [Kip] 759.53 37.38 DL 0.05 Eq. J10-8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




Connection name : DW BCW
Connection ID : 8M
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Family: Beam - Column web (BCW)






Beam section : W 10X39
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_2
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 30.17 -38.56 38.56 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Flange wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Web wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Beam flange / support width ratio 1.00 -- --
Yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --





Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Local yielding due to uneven load distribution [Kip] 89.41 38.56 DL 0.43 Eq. J4-1
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 171.87 38.56 DL 0.22 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local buckling [Kip] 759.53 38.56 DL 0.05 Eq. J10-8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.43
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connection name : DW BCW
Connection ID : 9M
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Family: Beam - Column web (BCW)






Beam section : W 10X39
Beam material : A992 Gr50
Horizontal angle (deg) : 0
Vertical angle (deg) : 0
sb:  Beam setback : 0.5 in
Column
General
Support section : HSS_SQR 8X8X1_2
Support material : A500 GrB rectangular
Design code: AISC 360-16 LRFD
DEMANDS
Description Ru Pu Mu PufTop PufBot Load type
[kip] [kip] [kip*ft] [kip] [kip]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DL 0.00 0.00 30.17 -38.56 38.56 Design
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Dimensions Unit Value Min. value Max. value Sta. References
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Flange wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Web wall slenderness 17.20 -- --
Beam flange / support width ratio 1.00 -- --
Yield stress [Kip/in2] 46.00 -- --





Verification Unit Capacity Demand Ctrl EQ Ratio References
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Support
Local yielding due to uneven load distribution [Kip] 89.41 38.56 DL 0.43 Eq. J4-1
Side wall local yielding [Kip] 171.87 38.56 DL 0.22 Eq. J4-3
Side wall local buckling [Kip] 759.53 38.56 DL 0.05 Eq. J10-8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Global critical strength ratio 0.43
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Components and Cladding 
 
Note: Component and Cladding Zones 1-5 in reference to Figure 30.3 in ASCE/SEI 7-16 
 
p = ptable(EAF)(RF)Kzt 
 
EAF = 0.692 
 




1: RF = NA  
2: RF = NA 
3: RF = NA 
4: RF = 1 





1: RF = 1 
2: RF = 1 
3: RF = 1 
4: RF = 1 
5: RF = 1  
 




1: RF = NA  
2: RF = NA 
3: RF = NA 
4: RF = 0.88 
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1: RF = 0.88 
2: RF = 0.88 
3: RF = 0.88 
4: RF = 0.92 








1: RF = NA  
2: RF = NA 
3: RF = NA 
4: RF = 0.82 





1: RF = 0.82 
2: RF = 0.82 
3: RF = 0.82 
4: RF = 0.88 
5: RF = 0.76 
 
Kzt = 1.64 
 
Pressures (psf):  
 




1: RF = -65.9  
2: RF = -103.5 
3: RF = -141.1 
4: RF = -53.5 
5: RF = -82.6  
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1: RF = 20.1 
2: RF = 20.1 
3: RF = 20.1 
4: RF = 49.3 
5: RF = 49.3 
 




1: RF = -65.9  
2: RF = -103.5 
3: RF = -141.1 
4: RF = -47.1 
5: RF = -72.7 
Plus: 
 
1: RF = 17.7 
2: RF = 17.7 
3: RF = 17.7 
4: RF = 45.4 
5: RF = 41.4  
 




1: RF = -65.9  
2: RF = -103.5 
3: RF = -141.1 
4: RF = -43.9 
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1: RF = 16.5 
2: RF = 16.5 
3: RF = 16.5 
4: RF = 43.4 
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Senior Design Report    ACEC, LLC 
McGhee Tyson Site Development / Alcoa, TN         Fall 2020 
2 
Note: The project site is in seismic Class D. This means that IBC 2018 requires 
consideration of seismic limit states of the structural fill material including determination 
of slope instability, liquefaction, total and differential settlement, and surface 
displacement due to faulting or seismically induced lateral spreading for compliance 
based on the site’s seismic design category. These values were not used for foundation 
calculations based on the assumption of fill classification but are required to be confirmed 
before construction. Additional seismic considerations should be considered as 
appropriate based on IBC 2018 Section 1803.5. 
Soil Classification: 
Based on Chapter 18 of IBC 2018 
ASTM D2487 Classification: Well-Graded and/or Poorly Graded Gravel (GW or GP) 
Compaction:   95% standard proctor max dry density 
Allowable Vertical Bearing: 3 ksf 
Lateral Bearing Pressure:   0.2 ksf/ft below grade 
Senior Design Report    ACEC, LLC 
McGhee Tyson Site Development / Alcoa, TN         Fall 2020 
3 
Coefficient of Friction: 0.35 
Cohesion:   Negligible 
Subgrade Modulus:   100k/ft3 
Senior Design Report    ACEC, LLC 




Material:  ASTM F1554 Grade 36 
Diameter:   ¾” 
Hole Diameter:  1.3125”  
Length: 9” 
Anchor Rod Modifications should be done in accordance with Ch 2 of AISC Steel Design 
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Material:       ASTM A36 Steel 
 
Side Length:        Column Nominal Depth plus 6” 
 
Thickness:       Pin: ¾”  
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Terminal All:   F72 
  
Parking Cover All:  F102 
  
 Hangar Edge:  F114 
 Hangar Corner:  F78 









Footing Sizing done in RISAFoundation; parking cover sizing checked by hand for 





Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:27 PMDes igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Concrete Properties
Label E  [ksi] G  [ksi] Nu Therm (/1E ...Density[k/ft... f'c[ksi] Lambda Flex Steel[... Shear S tee...
1 Conc3000NW 3156 1372 .15 .6 .145 3 1 60 60
2 Conc3500NW 3409 1482 .15 .6 .145 3.5 1 60 60
3 Conc4000NW 3644 1584 .15 .6 .145 4 1 60 60
4 Conc3000LW 2085 907 .15 .6 .11 3 .75 60 60
5 Conc3500LW 2252 979 .15 .6 .11 3.5 .75 60 60
6 Conc4000LW 2408 1047 .15 .6 .11 4 .75 60 60
General Des ign P arameters
Label Max Bending Chk Max Shear Chk Top Cover[in] Bottom Cover[in]
1 Typical 1 1 1.5 3
General P roperties
Label Min Steel ...Max S teel ... Material Des ign Ru...Equal Bar Spacing Group Design Concrete Bearing Force Top Bar
1 Footing 1 .002 .007 Conc4000... Typical
Footing Geometry
Label Max Length[...Min Length[ft]Max Width[ft] Min Width[ft] L/W  Increm...Max Thickn... Min Thic kne...Thick Incre... Force Sq...
1 Footing 1 10 2 10 2 .5 24 18 1 Yes
Pedes tal Properties
Label Type Shape Height[in] e/BL ex[in] ez[in] BLx[ft] BLz[ft]
1 Footing 1 Pedestal CRECT12X12 24 Use ex,ez 0 0 0 0
Soil Properties
Label Overburden[ksf] Passive[k] Friction Coefficient Gros s/Net
1 Footing 1 .1 0 .3 G ross
Soil Definitions
Label Subgrade Modulus [k/ft 3̂] Allowable Bearing[ksf] Depth P roperties Default?
1 Default 100 3 None Yes
Footing Geometry Results
Joint Footing Length[ft] Width[ft] Thickness[in] ex[in] ez[in] Pedestal Ht[in] Ped Xdim[in] Ped Zdim[in]
1 N1 Footing 1 8.5 8.5 18 0 0 24 12 12
Footing Steel
Joint Footing Bot x S teel[in 2̂] Bot z S teel[in 2̂] Top x S teel[in...Top z S teel[in... P ed Long Ped Shear
1 N1 Footing 1 3.534 3.534 0 0 12#6 #4@ 4 in
Footing Code C heck
Joint Footing Bearing R a...Bearing P r... Gov LC UC Max Muxx[k-ft] Gov LC UC Max Muzz[k-ft] Gov LC
1 N1 Footing 1 .867 2.6 1 .34 75.382 2 .346 76.659 2
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1      Page 1 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Park_Foots (1).fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:27 PMDes igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Footing Shear C heck
Joint Footing UC Shear Vux[k] Gov LC UC Shear Vuz[k] Gov LC
1 N1 Footing 1 .198 27.35 2 .202 27.81 2
Footing Pedes tal Results
Joint Footing UC Bend UC Bend LC UC Shear UC Shear LC UC Punch UC Punch LC
1 N1 Footing 1 1.467 2 .106 2 .174 2
Footing Safety Factors
Joint Footing OSF -xx LC OSF -zz LC SR-xx LC SR-zz LC
1 N1 Footing 1 4.239 1 4.074 1 4.01 1 4.112 1
Material Takeoff
Material Quantity Volume[yds 3̂] Weight[K]
1 Footings
2 Conc4000NW 1 4.1 16
3
4 Totals
5 Conc4000NW 4.1 16
6 Total Concrete 4.1 16
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1      Page 2 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Park_Foots (1).fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:21 PMDes igner : Luke Edwards
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name : Terminal_C ornerFoots
Concrete Properties
Label E  [ksi] G  [ksi] Nu Therm (/1E ...Density[k/ft... f'c[ksi] Lambda Flex Steel[... Shear S tee...
1 Conc3000NW 3156 1372 .15 .6 .145 3 1 60 60
2 Conc3500NW 3409 1482 .15 .6 .145 3.5 1 60 60
3 Conc4000NW 3644 1584 .15 .6 .145 4 1 60 60
4 Conc3000LW 2085 907 .15 .6 .11 3 .75 60 60
5 Conc3500LW 2252 979 .15 .6 .11 3.5 .75 60 60
6 Conc4000LW 2408 1047 .15 .6 .11 4 .75 60 60
General Des ign P arameters
Label Max Bending Chk Max Shear Chk Top Cover[in] Bottom Cover[in]
1 Typical 1 1 1.5 3
General P roperties
Label Min Steel ...Max S teel ... Material Des ign Ru...Equal Bar Spacing Group Design Concrete Bearing Force Top Bar
1 Footing 1 .002 .007 Conc4000... Typical
Footing Geometry
Label Max Length[...Min Length[ft]Max Width[ft] Min Width[ft] L/W  Increm...Max Thickn... Min Thic kne...Thick Incre... Force Sq...
1 Footing 1 10 2 10 2 .5 24 12 1 Yes
Pedes tal Properties
Label Type Shape Height[in] e/BL ex[in] ez[in] BLx[ft] BLz[ft]
1 Footing 1 Pedestal CRECT12X12 24 Use ex,ez 0 0 0 0
Soil Properties
Label Overburden[ksf] Passive[k] Friction Coefficient Gros s/Net
1 Footing 1 .1 0 .3 G ross
Soil Definitions
Label Subgrade Modulus [k/ft 3̂] Allowable Bearing[ksf] Depth P roperties Default?
1 Default 100 3 None Yes
Footing Geometry Results
Joint Footing Length[ft] Width[ft] Thickness[in] ex[in] ez[in] Pedestal Ht[in] Ped Xdim[in] Ped Zdim[in]
1 N1 Footing 1 6 6 12 0 0 24 12 12
2 N2 Footing 1 4 4 12 0 0 24 12 12
Footing Steel
Joint Footing Bot x S teel[in 2̂] Bot z S teel[in 2̂] Top x S teel[in...Top z S teel[in... P ed Long Ped Shear
1 N1 Footing 1 2.209 2.209 0 0 8#6 #4@ 12 in
2 N2 Footing 1 1.767 1.767 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
Footing Code C heck
Joint Footing Bearing R a...Bearing P r... Gov LC UC Max Muxx[k-ft] Gov LC UC Max Muzz[k-ft] Gov LC
1 N1 Footing 1 .999 2.998 1 .243 19.238 2 .271 21.501 2
2 N2 Footing 1 .78 2.341 1 .151 9.525 2 .171 10.745 2
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1      Page 1 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Term_Foots.fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:21 PMDes igner : Luke Edwards
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name : Terminal_C ornerFoots
Footing Shear C heck
Joint Footing UC Shear Vux[k] Gov LC UC Shear Vuz[k] Gov LC
1 N1 Footing 1 .191 10.762 2 .212 11.97 2
2 N2 Footing 1 .183 6.884 2 .208 7.82 2
Footing Pedes tal Results
Joint Footing UC Bend UC Bend LC UC Shear UC Shear LC UC Punch UC Punch LC
1 N1 Footing 1 .523 2 .126 2 .095 2
2 N2 Footing 1 .11 2 .055 2 .217 2
Footing Safety Factors
Joint Footing OSF -xx LC OSF -zz LC SR-xx LC SR-zz LC
1 N1 Footing 1 2.175 1 1.916 1 2.946 1 2.105 1
2 N2 Footing 1 238.524 1 18.301 1 8.235 1 107.336 1
Material Takeoff
Material Quantity Volume[yds 3̂] Weight[K]
1 Footings
2 Conc4000NW 2 2.1 8.1
3
4 Totals
5 Conc4000NW 2.1 8.1
6 Total Concrete 2.1 8.1
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1      Page 2 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Term_Foots.fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:28 PMDes igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Concrete Properties
Label E  [ksi] G  [ksi] Nu Therm (/1E ...Density[k/ft... f'c[ksi] Lambda Flex Steel[... Shear S tee...
1 Conc3000NW 3156 1372 .15 .6 .145 3 1 60 60
2 Conc3500NW 3409 1482 .15 .6 .145 3.5 1 60 60
3 Conc4000NW 3644 1584 .15 .6 .145 4 1 60 60
4 Conc3000LW 2085 907 .15 .6 .11 3 .75 60 60
5 Conc3500LW 2252 979 .15 .6 .11 3.5 .75 60 60
6 Conc4000LW 2408 1047 .15 .6 .11 4 .75 60 60
General Des ign P arameters
Label Max Bending Chk Max Shear Chk Top Cover[in] Bottom Cover[in]
1 Typical 1 1 1.5 3
General P roperties
Label Min Steel ...Max S teel ... Material Des ign Ru...Equal Bar Spacing Group Design Concrete Bearing Force Top Bar
1 Footing 1 .002 .007 Conc4000... Typical
Footing Geometry
Label Max Length[...Min Length[ft]Max Width[ft] Min Width[ft] L/W  Increm...Max Thickn... Min Thic kne...Thick Incre... Force Sq...
1 Footing 1 10 2 10 2 .5 24 18 1 Yes
Pedes tal Properties
Label Type Shape Height[in] e/BL ex[in] ez[in] BLx[ft] BLz[ft]
1 Footing 1 Pedestal CRECT18X18 24 Use ex,ez 0 0 0 0
Soil Properties
Label Overburden[ksf] Passive[k] Friction Coefficient Gros s/Net
1 Footing 1 .1 0 .3 G ross
Soil Definitions
Label Subgrade Modulus [k/ft 3̂] Allowable Bearing[ksf] Depth P roperties Default?
1 Default 100 3 None Yes
Footing Geometry Results
Joint Footing Length[ft] Width[ft] Thickness[in] ex[in] ez[in] Pedestal Ht[in] Ped Xdim[in] Ped Zdim[in]
1 N3 Footing 1 5.5 5.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
2 N4 Footing 1 6.5 6.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
3 N9 Footing 1 5.5 5.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
4 N8 Footing 1 4.5 4.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
5 N5 Footing 1 7.5 7.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
6 N2 Footing 1 9.5 9.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
7 N1 Footing 1 6.5 6.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
8 N6 Footing 1 7.5 7.5 18 0 0 24 18 18
9 N7 Footing 1 9 9 18 0 0 24 18 18
Footing Steel
Joint Footing Bot x S teel[in 2̂] Bot z S teel[in 2̂] Top x S teel[in...Top z S teel[in... P ed Long Ped Shear
1 N3 Footing 1 2.209 2.209 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
2 N4 Footing 1 2.651 2.651 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
3 N9 Footing 1 2.209 2.209 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1      Page 1 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Hang_Foots.fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:28 PMDes igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Footing Steel (Continued)
Joint Footing Bot x S teel[in 2̂] Bot z S teel[in 2̂] Top x S teel[in...Top z S teel[in... P ed Long Ped Shear
4 N8 Footing 1 1.767 1.767 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
5 N5 Footing 1 3.093 3.093 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
6 N2 Footing 1 3.976 3.976 0 0 8#6 #4@ 12 in
7 N1 Footing 1 2.651 2.651 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
8 N6 Footing 1 3.093 3.093 0 0 4#6 #4@ 12 in
9 N7 Footing 1 3.534 3.534 0 0 12#6 #4@ 12 in
Footing Code C heck
Joint Footing Bearing R a...Bearing P r... Gov LC UC Max Muxx[k-ft] Gov LC UC Max Muzz[k-ft] Gov LC
1 N3 Footing 1 .925 2.774 1 .09 12.514 2 .121 16.785 2
2 N4 Footing 1 .912 2.737 1 .154 25.569 2 .243 40.356 2
3 N9 Footing 1 .967 2.901 1 .168 23.324 2 .125 17.291 2
4 N8 Footing 1 .841 2.522 1 .006 .693 2 .06 6.623 2
5 N5 Footing 1 .879 2.638 1 .009 1.655 2 .179 34.741 2
6 N2 Footing 1 .698 2.094 1 .211 52.518 2 .069 17.106 2
7 N1 Footing 1 .843 2.53 1 .121 20.186 2 .185 30.835 2
8 N6 Footing 1 .944 2.833 1 .184 35.675 2 .3 58.225 2
9 N7 Footing 1 .978 2.935 1 .19 42.204 2 .501 111.176 2
Footing Shear C heck
Joint Footing UC Shear Vux[k] Gov LC UC Shear Vuz[k] Gov LC
1 N3 Footing 1 .06 5.359 2 .082 7.311 2
2 N4 Footing 1 .102 10.806 2 .166 17.472 2
3 N9 Footing 1 .111 9.88 2 .08 7.123 2
4 N8 Footing 1 .003 .203 2 .035 2.573 2
5 N5 Footing 1 .006 .675 2 .124 15.04 2
6 N2 Footing 1 .115 17.682 2 .038 5.859 2
7 N1 Footing 1 .082 8.668 2 .128 13.469 2
8 N6 Footing 1 .119 14.511 2 .197 23.909 2
9 N7 Footing 1 .105 15.347 2 .275 40.186 2
Footing Pedes tal Results
Joint Footing UC Bend UC Bend LC UC Shear UC Shear LC UC Punch UC Punch LC
1 N3 Footing 1 .248 2 .046 2 .046 2
2 N4 Footing 1 .347 2 .065 2 .116 2
3 N9 Footing 1 .115 2 .056 2 .092 2
4 N8 Footing 1 .079 2 .02 2 .01 2
5 N5 Footing 1 .781 2 .078 2 .012 2
6 N2 Footing 1 .746 2 .163 2 .012 2
7 N1 Footing 1 .413 2 .093 2 .071 2
8 N6 Footing 1 .906 2 .17 2 .108 2
9 N7 Footing 1 .756 2 .237 2 .118 2
Footing Safety Factors
Joint Footing OSF -xx LC OSF -zz LC SR-xx LC SR-zz LC
1 N3 Footing 1 5.147 1 2.772 1 4.836 1 3.97 1
2 N4 Footing 1 30.527 1 3.923 1 5.745 1 61.857 1
3 N9 Footing 1 5.382 1 20.921 1 7.965 1 5.555 1
4 N8 Footing 1 26.064 1 1.304 1 2.562 1 68.423 1
5 N5 Footing 1 43.945 1 1.223 1 1.512 1 68.473 1
RISAFoundation Version 12.0.1 Page 2 [C :\Users\CEESDL.Remote4\Downloads\ACEC_Hang_Foots.fnd] 
Company : Mar 21, 2021
3:28 PMDes igner :
Job Number : Checked By:_____
Model Name :
Footing Safety Factors  (Continued)
Joint Footing OSF -xx LC OSF -zz LC SR-xx LC SR-zz LC
6 N2 Footing 1 1.471 1 3.866 1 3.516 1 1.136 1
7 N1 Footing 1 7.983 1 2.831 1 2.803 1 5.237 1
8 N6 Footing 1 8.44 1 2.552 1 2.168 1 6.425 1
9 N7 Footing 1 14.009 1 1.753 1 1.757 1 6.911 1
Material Takeoff
Material Quantity Volume[yds 3̂] Weight[K]
1 Footings
2 Conc4000NW 9 26.4 103.5
3
4 Totals
5 Conc4000NW 26.4 103.5
6 Total Concrete 26.4 103.5
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Blast Shield Foundation: 
 
Type:          Mat Slab 
 
𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐 :          4 ksi 
 
Sizing:         17 ft deep 
          2 ft thick 
          Length of Shield 
 
 
Reactions found by hand calculations, sizing based on RISAFoundation 

Company : Apr 28, 2021
3:16 PMDesigner :







Conc4000NW                      
(15.1 , 10) ft
(15.1 , 27) ft
Max Top bar Spac.:
Min Top bar Spac.:
Max Bot bar Spac.:










Typical                         
ACI 318-14 Code Check
Top Bending Check Bot Bending Check 1 Way Shear Check
Gov Mu Top Gov Mu Bot Gov Vu
phi*Mn Top phi*Mn Bot phi*Vn
Governing LC Governing LC Governing LC
Tension Bar Fy Concrete Weight Top Cover
Shear Bar Fy  Bottom Cover
F'c E_Concrete
Flex. Rebar Set
Top As Reqd: Bot As Reqd:
Analysis Analysis 
4/3 4/3 As Reqd(T/S)
Min Flex Min Flex Rho Reqd(T/S)
Top As Prvd Bot As Prvd Rho Prvd(Gross)
0.000 0.088 0.103 
0 k-ft -111.162 k-ft 40.936 k
0 k-ft 1265.254 k-ft 396.739 k
N/A 2 2
60 ksi .145 k/ft^3 1.5 in
60 ksi 1 3 in




NA 8.813 in^2 0.00180
NA 14.137 in^2 0.00289
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Appendix E: Construction 
Services and Calculations 
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Soil  Cut/Fill  Estimations:   
  
Approximate  Length  of  Slab:  
440  feet  
Approximate  Width  of  Slab:  
700  feet  
Elevation  of  Bottom  of  Slope:   
880  feet  
Elevation  of  Top  of  Slope:  
930  feet  
 
Using  Triangle  Fill  Calculations:  
 
    ength eight idthV =  2
1
* l * h * w  
Slab:  
 40 0 00  V =  2
1
* 4 ′ * 5 ′ * 7 ′  
 
314,815   dy 3  
Hillside:  
   0 0 00  V =  2
1
* 3 ′ * 8 ′ * 7 ′  
 0, 22.22 yd3 2 3  
 
Total  Cut/Fill  Estimations:  
 
 14, 15 ydV = 3 8 3 + 0, 22.22 yd3 2 3  
 






















CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV
SIZE PER FOOT PER FOOT PER FOOT
12 INCH $8.80 $8.80
15 INCH $11.80 $12.40
18 INCH $15.75 $16.30
24 INCH $23.75 $26.75
30 INCH $32.00 $36.15
36 INCH $45.50 $52.50
42 INCH $58.00 $70.50
48 INCH $76.50 $82.00
54 INCH $103.10 $118.70
60 INCH $123.90 $150.00
72 INCH $183.60 $225.00
78 INCH $248.00* $276.00*
84 INCH $270.00* $308.00*
90 INCH $320.00* $436.00*
96 INCH $356.00* $590.00*
















90 INCH NO BID
96 INCH NO BID
108 INCH NO BID
REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
FRED WEBER REINFORCED CONCRETE PRODUCTS










*Pricing based on full loads delivered. Partial load subject to $200 small load fee.  Pricing 



































































Project: Project 1 
Date: Mon 4/26/21 
ask Name Duration 
Preconstruction __j37 days 
Bonds and insurance 7 days 
Submittals 
Construction Plan lday 
Quality Control Plan lday 
Schedule lday 
RCP Submittal and 14days 
Procurement 
Precast Drainage lOdays 
Electrical Submittal lOdays 
Asphalt Submittal lOdays 
Steel Submittal lOdays 




Erosion Control 2days 
Construction 




Locate Utilities 3days 
Survey Control Points 5 days 
Staging and 7days 
Construction 
Entrances 
Phase 1B Earth Work 94 days 
Relocate Perimeter 3days 
Fence 
Demolition 14days 
Strip Topsoil 7days 
Fill & Compact Soil 14days 
for 9' RCP 
lnstall 9' RCP 7days 
Fill & Compact Soil 14days 
for 7' RCP 
Install 7' RCP 7days 
Fill & Compact Soil 14days 
for 5' RCP 
Install 5' RCP 7days 
Fill & Compact to 14days 
Grade 
Phase 2 Hangars, 122days 
Parking, Roadway 
Fine Grade Roadway 3days 
Fine Grade Parking 3days 
and Hangar Space 
Excavate Foundations 7 days 
Formwork and 14days 
Pouring 
Concrete Curing 28days 
Tempory Seeding 2days 
Steel Produrement lOdays 
Crane Mobilization lday 
Steel Column Install 30days 
Steel Beam Install 21days 
Hangar and Office 21days 
Fa1:;ade 
ABC Stone for Road 2days 
ABC Stone for Parking 7 days 
























tart Finish Predecessors 
Sat 1/1/2�Mon 2/21/22 
Satl/1/22 Mon 1/10/22 
Mon 1/10/22 Mon 1/10/22 
Tue 1/11/22 Tue 1/11/22 
Wed 1/12/22 Wed 1/12/22 
Thu 1/13/22 Tue 2/1/22 
Thu 2/3/22 Wed 2/16/22 
Thu 2/3/22 Wed 2/16/22 
Thu 2/3/22 Wed 2/16/22 
Thu 2/3/22 Wed 2/16/22 
Mon Wed 
1/10/22 2/16/22 
Thu 2/17/22 Thu 2/17/22 
Fri 2/18/22 Mon 2/21/22 
Tue 2/22/22 Fri 3/11/22 
Tue 2/22/22 Wed 3/2/22 
Thu 3/3/22 Mon 3/7/22 
Thu 3/3/22 Wed 3/9/22 
Thu 3/3/22 Fri 3/11/22 
Sat 3/12/22 Wed 7 /20/22 
Sat 3/12/22 Tue 3/15/22 
Tue 3/15/22 Fri 4/1/22 
Sat 4/2/22 Mon 4/11/22 
Tue 4/12/22 Fri 4/29/22 30 
Fri 4/29/22 Mon 5/9/22 31 
Tue 5/10/22 Fri 5/27/22 32 
Mon 5/30/22 Tue 6/7 /22 33 
Wed 6/8/22 Mon 34 
6/27/22 
Tue 6/28/22 Wed 7 /6/22 35 
Thu 7/7/22 Tue 7 /26/22 36 
Thu 7 /21/22 Fri 1/6/23 
Thu 7/21/22 Mon 7/25/22 
Tue 7 /26/22 Thu 7 /28/22 
Fri 7/29/22 Mon 8/8/22 40,41 
SatS/6/22 Wed 
8/24/22 
Thu 8/25/22 Mon 10/3/22 
Thu 8/25/22 Fri 8/26/22 
Sat 8/27/22 Thu 9/8/22 
Fri 9/9/22 Fri 9/9/22 
Sun 9/11/22 Thu 
10/20/22 
Fri 10/21/22 Fri 11/18/22 
Sat 11/19/22 Fri 12/16/22 
Sat 12/17/22 Mon 12/19/2 
Tue Wed 
12/20/22 12/28/22 
Thu 12/29/2; Fri 1/6/23 
Sat 1/7/23 Fri 2/10/23 
Satl/7/23 Wed 1/11/23 
Thu 1/12/23 Fri 1/13/23 
Satl/14/23 Thu 1/26/23 
Fri 1/27/23 Mon 1/30/23 


























































able to health, safety, convenience and prosperity.
Such regulations may include requirements of the extent to which and the manner in
which streets shall be graded and improved and water, sewer and other utility mains, pip-
ing, connections or other facilities shall be installed as a condition precedent to the approval
of the plat. The regulations or practice of the planning commission may provide for the ten-
tative approval of the plat previous to such improvements and installation; but any such
tentative approval shall not be entered on the plat. Such regulations may provide that, in
lieu of the completion of such work previous to the final approval of a plat, the commission
may accept a bond, in an amount and with surety and conditions satisfactory to it, providing
for and securing to the municipality the actual construction and installation of such im-
provements and utilities within a period specified by the planning commission and ex-
pressed in the bonds; and the municipality is hereby granted the power to enforce such
bonds by all appropriate legal and equitable remedies. Such regulations may provide, in
lieu of the completion of such work previous to the final approval of a plat, for an assess-
ment or other method whereby the municipality is put in assured position to do said work
and make said installations at the cost of the owners of the property within the subdivision.
Before adoption of its subdivision regulations or any amendment thereof, a public
hearing thereon shall be held by the planning commission. (Ord. No. 280, Sec. 6)
14-107. Approval or disapproval of subdivision plats. The planning com-
mission shall approve or disapprove a plat within thirty (30) days after the submission
thereof; otherwise such plat shall be deemed to have been approved and a certificate to
that effect shall be issued by the planning commission on demand; provided, however, that
the applicant for the planning commission’s approval may waive this requirement and con-
sent to the extension of such period. The ground of disapproval of any plat shall be stated
upon the records of the planning commission. Any plat submitted to the planning commis-
sion shall contain the name and address of a person to whom notice of hearing shall be
sent; and no plat shall be acted upon by the planning commission without affording a hear-
ing thereon, notice of the time and place of which shall be sent by mail to said address not
less than five (5) days before the date fixed therefor. (Ord. No. 280, Sec. 7)
14-108. Dedication of property. The approval of a plat shall not be deemed
to constitute or effect an acceptance by the municipality, county or public of the dedication
of any street or other ground shown upon the plat. (Ord. No. 280 Sec. 8)
14-109. Unlawful transactions involving subdivision plats. Whoever, be-
ing the owner or agent of the owner of any land, transfers or sells or agrees to sell or nego-
tiates to sell such land by reference to or exhibition of or by other use of a plat of subdivi-
sion of such land without having submitted a plat of such subdivision to the municipal plan-
ning commission and obtained its approval as required by this chapter and before such plat
be recorded in the office of the county register, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
The municipality, through its attorney or other official designated by the Board of Commis-
sioners may enjoin such transfer or sale or agreement by action for injunction. (Ord. No.
280, Sec. 9)
14-110. Restrictions on public improvements. From and after the time
when the platting jurisdiction of the planning commission shall have attached as provided in
Section 14-105, the municipality shall not nor shall any public authority accept, lay out,
open, improve, grade, pave or light any street or lay or authorize water mains or sewers or
connections to be laid in any street within the municipality, unless such street shall have
been accepted or opened as or shall have otherwise received the legal status of a public
street prior to the said attachment of the planning commission’s subdivision jurisdiction, or
unless such street correspond in its location and lines with a street shown on a subdivision
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plat approved by said planning commission or with a street plat made by and adopted by
said planning commission; provided, however, that the board of commissioners may locate
and construct or may accept any other street, provided, the ordinance or other measure of
such location and construction or for such acceptance be first submitted to said planning
commission for its approval, and, if disapproved by the planning commission be passed by a
majority of the entire membership of said board of commissioners; and a street approved
by the planning commission upon such submission or constructed or accepted by said ma-
jority vote after disapproval by the planning commission shall have the status of an ap-
proved street as fully as though it had been originally shown on a subdivision plat approved
by the planning commission or on a plat made and adopted by the planning commission.
(Ord. No. 280, Sec. 10)
14-111. Approval or disapproval of site plans. Site plans shall be required
for all new developments, and/or redevelopments of all non single-family uses to ensure
compliance with all city requirements. Such plans shall be approved by the planning com-
mission prior to any land disturbance or the issuance of a grading or building permit. Pur-
suant to authority granted by Tennessee Code Annotated, § 13-3-413, site plans for any
public use including, but not limited to, schools, parks, streets, public buildings and utilities
shall be prepared in accordance with the provisions of this ordinance. Site plans shall expire
one (1) year after planning commission approval if a grading permit has not been issued. If
a building permit is not issued within one (1) year of grading permit issuance, the grading
permit shall be rescinded. If a building permit or grading permit expires or is rescinded, the
site plan shall also expire. Once the site plan has been implemented, the site shall remain
in compliance with the approved site plan. Any variation from the approved site plan shall
require the approval of an amendment to the site plan. All site plans shall be prepared and
certified by a licensed engineer, landscape architect, architect and/or surveyor, as may be
appropriate, and in accordance with state law regarding the practice of these professions.
(As added by Ord. #14-323, Jan. 2014)
14-112. Approval or disapproval of exterior building design plans.
Before a building permit may be issued the planning commission (designated as
the design review commission) shall review and either approve or disapprove exterior
building elevations in compliance with minimum design standards. These standards
established within the Zoning Ordinance apply to design of principal buildings and ac-
cessory structures constructed on all properties except for single-family detached, in-
cluding any entrances to developments of the same, with an exemption for all uses
within industrial or mixed industrial zones, as well as those for the principle purpose of
conducting agricultural and livestock activities;
14-113. Establishment of vested property rights.
(1) The following list details the specified types of approvals, which establishes a
vested property right, as set forth in Tennessee Code Annotated, Sections 13-3-413 and 13-
4-310:
a. Approval of a development plan for a preliminary or final subdivision
plat that satisfies overall subdivision requirements and development standards,
which may include additional provisions for planned unit developments or other
similar zoning districts;
b. Approval of a development plan for a single site that satisfies overall
site plan requirements and development standards, which may include additional
provisions for planned unit developments or other similar zoning districts;
c. Approval of a development plan for a special exception that may be
granted by the Alcoa Board of Zoning Appeals; and,
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d. Where there is no need for prior approval of a development plan, a
vested right shall be established upon issuance of a building permit.
(2) During the vesting period, the locally adopted development standards which
are in effect on the date of an approval shall remain the development standards applicable
to that property during the vesting period as follows:
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Please note that plans may be subject to review and approval by the Alcoa Board
of Zoning Appeals or the Alcoa Board of Commissioners. (As added by Ord. #15-351,
June 2015)
14-114. Restrictions on building permits and building construction.
From and after the time when the platting jurisdiction planning commission shall have at-
tached as provided in Section 14-105, no building permit shall be issued for or no building
shall be erected on any lot within the municipality, unless the street giving access to the lot
upon which said building is proposed to be placed shall have been accepted or opened as or
shall have otherwise received the legal status of a public street prior to that time or unless
such street corresponds in its location and lines with a street shown on a subdivision plat
approved by said planning commission or on a street plat made and adopted by said plan-
ning commission, or with a street located or accepted by the board of commissioners after
submission to said planning commission and, in case of said planning commission’s disap-
proval, by the favorable vote required in Section 14-110. Any building erected or to be
erected in violation of this section shall be deemed an unlawful structure, and the building
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inspector or attorney of the municipality or other official designated by the board of com-
missioners may bring action to enjoin such erection or cause it to be vacated or removed.
(Ord. No. 280, Sec. 11)
14-115. Definitions. For the purpose of this chapter, certain terms and words
are herein defined as follows:
(1) “Applicant” means the owner of land proposed to be developed and/or subdi-
vided or their representative(s) who shall have express written authority to act on behalf of
the owner. Consent shall be required from the legal owner of the premises.
(2) “Concept plan” means a generalized plan indicating the property boundaries
for development of a subdivision or single site and identifies proposed land use, land use
intensity and thoroughfare alignment, and other necessary features, to reach a general
agreement with the planning commission as to the form of the plan and the objectives of
subdivision and/or site plan development regulations, prior to review and approval of a de-
velopment plan.
(3) “Development plan” means a plan for the development of a subdivision or
single site describing with reasonable certainty the legal boundaries, existing conditions (to
include significant topological features), type, proposed layout and intensity of use, as well
as the detailed development design for commencing site preparation and construction built
to meet all locally adopted and enforced subdivision and site plan requirements and devel-
opment standards. Such plan may be in the form of, but not limited to:
a. a subdivision plat that includes on and/or off-site civil engineering de
sign and utility infrastructure;
b. a site plan that includes on and/or off-site civil engineering design and
utility infrastructure;
c. a planned unit development, or other similar zoning district, that in-
cludes on and/or off-site civil engineering design and utility infrastructure; and,
d. any other land-use approval that may require review and approval by
the Alcoa Board of Zoning Appeals or Alcoa Board of Commissioners.
An approval shall be issued for such a plan, upon meeting all city requirements and
by stamped approval on the plan. A plan that fails to describe with reasonable certainty the
use and detailed development design of a property shall not be issued an approval.
(4) “Development standards” means all locally adopted or enforced standards,
regulations or guidelines applicable to the development of property, including, but not lim-
ited to, planning (zoning and land use controls and subdivision requirements for improve-
ments related to the layout and building configuration, vehicular and pedestrian circulation,
landscaping and any other similar on/off-site improvements); detailed civil and electrical
engineering design (storm water management, on/off-site layout and roadway improve-
ments and all related public and/or private utility infrastructure); and, buildings and other
similar structures, in which an applicant may require vested rights or vested property rights.
Standards required by federal or state law, or building construction safety codes, are not
included.
(5) “Single site” means the development of a single tract, parcel or lot, irrespec-
tive of subdivision development.
(6) “Street” or “streets” means and includes streets, avenues, boulevards,
roads, lanes, alleys and other ways;
(7) “Subdivision” means the division of a tract or parcel of land into one, two or
more lots, sites, or other divisions for the purpose, whether immediate or future, of sale or
building development, and includes re-subdivision and when appropriate to the context, re-
lates to the process of subdividing or the land or area subdivided. (Ord. No. 280, Sec. 12,
as amended by Ord. #15-351, June 2015)
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f.    Drainage plan with calculations for increased run off; 
g.   Existing and proposed tree locations in accordance with Sub-Chapter 
2.17 of this zoning ordinance. 
h.  Additional information on soil, geologic and other conditions may be 
required; 
i.   The means of preserving and maintaining the common open space 
shall be assured as a part of the development. 
14-2.1803. Height of building. No building shall be erected or structurally al-
tered to exceed 2 ½ stories or 35 feet in height; except that churches, schools and other 
public buildings may be erected to a height of 60 feet or four (4) stories provided each yard 
required herein is increased an additional one (1) foot for each foot in height such building 
exceeds 35 feet.  On a lot less than 75 feet in width at the building line, no building shall 
exceed 2 ½ stories or 35 feet in height. 
14-2.1804. Front yard.  There shall be a front yard of not less than 30 feet in 
width.  If located on one of the adopted corridors, the front yard shall not be less than that 
required (see Ordinance #98-014 and #98-015). 
14-2.1805. Side yard.  There shall be a side yard of not less than ten (10) feet in 
width. 
14-2.1806. Rear yard.  There shall be a rear yard of not less than 35 feet. 
14-2.1807. Lot area and maximum lot coverage.  The minimum land area shall 
be 15,000 square feet (with public sewer and water available), 25,000 square feet (with 
public water alone), and 30,000 square feet (with neither public water nor sewer available).  
The maximum building area shall not exceed 30% of the total lot area. 
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corner.  The postguards shall meet the minimum width of clearance. All dumpster pads shall 
be approved by the City of Alcoa Public Works and Engineering Department prior to con-
struction (See Dumpster Pad Specifications). 
14-2.2107. Future street lines.
(1) For the purpose of providing adequate open space between buildings on lots
located on major streets, future street lines are hereby established as shown on the Zone 
Map of Alcoa and are adopted as part of this ordinance. 
(2) On any lot which would be reduced in area by widening a public street to a fu-
ture street line shown on the Zone Map of Alcoa, the minimum required yards, the minimum 
required lot area, and the minimum required lot width, and the maximum building area shall 
be measured by considering the future street lines as the lot lines of such lot.  (Ord. No. 
338, Sec. 13 (G), as amended by Ord. No. 09-189). 
14-2.2108.   Driveway entrances.
(1) General provisions.  It shall be unlawful for any person to cut, break out or
remove any curb along a street or to construct a driveway onto a street except as author-
ized by this ordinance and by obtaining a building permit to do the same.  No driveway ap-
proach shall interfere with municipal facilities such as street lighting poles, traffic signals 
standards, sign, catch basins, hydrants, crosswalks, bus loading platforms, utility poles or 
other necessary street structures.  Where curbing is removed for the construction of a 
driveway, it shall be repaired at the gutter lines and edges of exposed curbing shall be re-
turned to a smooth finish.  Where no curbing exists a drain pipe of a size approved by the 
Building Inspector shall be installed at the ditch line.  This pipe shall be furnished and in-
stalled by the person constructing the driveway.  For driveway entrances to residences the 
width of the driveway shall not be less than ten (10) feet on minor and local roads and 15 
feet on collector and arterial roads.  The maximum width shall not be more than 20 feet. 
This width shall be measured along the outside sidewalk line, or where no sidewalk exists, a 
line in the street right-of-way parallel to and four (4) feet from the line of the property. 
Residential driveways shall be a minimum distance of five (5) feet from the property line 
and all residential driveways accessing a collector or arterial road shall have included as a 
part of the overall design an area sufficient to allow a passenger vehicle to turn around in 
order to eliminate the need to back from the driveway onto the roadway.  For driveway en-
trances to business or industrial establishments, the width of the driveway shall meet a 
minimum width of 36 feet, unless approved by the planning commission.  This width shall 
be determined by measuring along the outside sidewalk line, or where no sidewalk exists, a 
line in the street right-of-way line parallel to and four (4) feet from the line of the property. 
The maximum allowable grade for any driveway shall be eight (8) percent, unless otherwise 
approved by the City Engineer.  Where more than one driveway approach on a street front 
serves a residential property (i.e., circular drives), the planning commission must approve 
the distance between approaches.  The sides, edges, or curbs of driveway approaches shall 
be at right angles to the street.  The radius of curvature of the curb return shall not exceed 
the distance between the curb and outside sidewalk line; or, if no sidewalk exists, a line in 
the right-of-way parallel to and four (4) feet from the property line.  No portion of a drive-
way approach, except the curb return, shall be constructed within 18 feet from the point of 
intersection of the lines of the two street curb faces extended into the street intersection. 
No part of the driveway, including curb returns, shall extend beyond the property line pro-
jected.
(2) Access control standards in commercial districts.
a. In all commercial districts the distance between access points to a
public street shall be no less as set forth in the following table: 
Classification of Street Distance between 
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arrows and the like to assist public circulation into, on, and out of the property and 
through parking lot areas. 
f. Where, in the opinion of the Planning Commission, topographical or
other physical features make the construction of circulation drives and/or frontage 
roads infeasible, the Planning Commission may determine the number and width of 
access points to a particular property in accordance with the following table: 
Lot Frontage Maximum Number 
of Access Points 
Maximum Width of 
Access Points 
Less than 75 ft. 1 30 ft. 
75 ft. – 149 ft. 1a 30 ft. a 
150 ft. – 299 ft. 2 30 ft. 
Each additional 300 ft. 1b 30 ft. 
(a.) Gasoline service stations may have 2 access points. 
(b.) Or as determined by the Planning Commission. 
g. A building permit for any property in a commercial district shall not be
issued until the Planning Commission for the City has reviewed and approved all 
plans and specifications for proposed access points.  Said plans and specifications 
shall include site plans, construction plans, and elevations drawn to a scale of not 
less than one (1) inch equals fifty (50) feet, showing proposed access points, drives, 
walks, circulation, parking spaces, loading facilities, landscaping, planting materials, 
structures, buildings, uses, heights, setbacks, and any additional information re-
quired by the City.  Such plans shall conform to the City Plan for access and traffic 
control.  No regular certificate of occupancy shall be issued for any use or activity 
within a commercial district until all access control provisions, as outlined in this sec-
tion, have been met.  (Ord. No. 338, Sec.13, as amended by Ord. No. 365, Sec. 2, 
and Ord. No. 643) 
14-2.2109. Sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities.  To promote alternative
modes of transportation and contribute to a safe, healthy and viable city environment, pe-
destrian access shall be provided to and from all lots developed for both non-residential and 
residential multi-family uses.  Provisions are as follows: 
(1) Sidewalks:  Where new construction or the redevelopment of a site necessi-
tates a site plan review by the Planning Commission, sidewalks shall be constructed within 
the right-of way of all public street frontages where pedestrian traffic is permissible, except 
as follows:   
a. In instances where the construction of sidewalks is inappropriate or
otherwise unfeasible at the time of development or redevelopment, as determined by 
the Planning Commission, a contribution to the City sidewalk fund in an amount 
equivalent to the cost of sidewalk construction shall be required; and, 
b. In instances where the development is adjacent to an existing green-
way or has the potential for a connection to an existing or planned greenway, the 
Planning Commission at their discretion may require the construction of a greenway 
or other appropriate pedestrian facility on either right-of–way or easement granted 
to the City in lieu of sidewalk construction. 
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c. cornices and moldings;
d. wall arches;
e. wall and structural columns and/or pilasters;
f. enhanced entry doorways, projected or recessed;
g. enhanced window treatments;
h. distinct textural changes in construction materials (integrating a
combination of brick, stone, cast stone, stucco and wood or wood substitute are 
preferred); and, 
i. any other similar decorative accent or broader feature that may be re-
viewed for consideration. 
(2) The glass area of all exterior windows shall be calculated to total a minimum
of five percent (5%) of the total wall area visible from a public roadway. 
(3) Designers shall incorporate notable architecture accents and broader features
in their overall building design, providing for compatibility with surrounding structures and 
thematic expression.  Visual cues may include the combined use of brick, cornicing and arch 
work found in many of the City’s past and present institutional buildings, which nod subtly 
to the historical role of Alcoa, Inc.  Stacked stone, trellises, tapered columns and other rus-
tic accents found in public spaces of Pellissippi Place are other visual cues to consider.  A 
few prominent examples have been included below (see figures 3A-3D). 
Exterior walls visible from a public roadway shall not be comprised of exposed metal 
or flat-faced concrete block.  However, metal accents or broader features of the same may 
be considered.  Note that changes in paint color, color bands, flat tiles, narrow trim accents 
(less than 12 inches) and shutters shall not be considered architectural accents or broader 
features. 
 Figure 3A  Figure 3B 
Figure 3C  Figure 3D 
(As added by Ord. #15-355, Sept. 2015) 
14-2.2111. Exterior lighting.  To reduce the production of light pollution that
may encroach onto adjacent properties, pole lighting and other related fixtures shall be de-
signed to project light downward.  Accent lighting fixtures that may be used on a building, 
sign structure or within the landscape shall be aimed or directed to preclude light projection 




14-2.2112. Underground utilities.  All utilities including, but not limited to, elec-
trical power, telephone, television and internet cable, fiber optics and other such facilities 
shall be installed underground, unless, in the opinion of the planning commission, special 
conditions require otherwise.  (As added by Ord. #15-356, Sept. 2015) 
14-2.2113. Flood damage prevention regulations.
(1) Statutory Authorization, Findings of Fact, Purpose and Objectives:
a. Statutory Authorization.
The Legislature of the State of Tennessee has in Tennessee Code An-
notated, Sections 13-7-201 through 13-7-210, delegated the responsibility to units 
of local government to adopt regulations designed to promote the public health, 
safety, and general welfare of its citizenry.  Therefore, the Alcoa, Tennessee Mayor 
and Board of Commissioners, does ordain as follows: 
b. Findings of Fact.
1. The Alcoa Mayor and Board of Commissioners wishes to estab-
lish eligibility in the National Flood Insurance Program and in order to do so 
must meet the requirements of 60.3 of the Federal Insurance Administration 
Regulations found at 44 CFR Ch. 1 (10-1-04 Edition) and subsequent amend-
ments; 
2. Areas of Alcoa are subject to periodic inundation which could
result in loss of life and property, health and safety hazards, disruption of 
commerce and governmental services, extraordinary public expenditures for 
flood protection and relief, and impairment of the tax base, all of which ad-
versely affect the public health, safety and general welfare; and, 
3. These flood losses are caused by the cumulative effect of
obstructions in floodplains, causing increases in flood heights and velocities; 
and by uses in flood hazard areas which are vulnerable to floods; or construc-
tion which is inadequately elevated, flood-proofed, or otherwise unprotected 
from flood damages. 
c. Statement of Purpose.
It is the purpose of this Ordinance to promote the public health, safety and
general welfare, and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in 
specific areas.  This Ordinance is designed to: 
1. Restrict or prohibit uses which are vulnerable to water or ero-
sion hazards, or which cause damaging increases in erosion, flood heights, or 
velocities; 
2. Require that uses vulnerable to floods, including community fa-
cilities, be protected against flood damage at the time of initial construction; 
3. Control the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels
and natural protective barriers, which are involved in the accommodation of 
flood waters; 
4. Control filling, grading, dredging and other development which
may increase erosion or flood damage, and; 
5. Prevent or regulate the construction of flood barriers which will
unnaturally divert flood waters or which may increase flood hazards, to other 
lands. 
d. Objectives.
The objectives of this Ordinance are:
1. To protect human life, health and property;
2. To minimize expenditure of public funds for costly flood control
projects; 
3. To minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated
with flooding and generally undertaken at the expense of the general public; 
